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Abstract

In the context of liberalized power market, the environment of power sys-
tems at present is more decentralized than that of conventional ones.

Accordingly, the power distribution and power control become more compli-
cated. For the purpose of introducing large-scale of renewable power sources
into the power grid and optimizing power supply between power sources and
consumers, a modernized power distribution network integrated with infor-
mation and communications technology (ICT) is highly expected.

The main topics that are going to be discussed in this dissertation are
simply introduced in Chapter 1, those are power packet dispatching system,
clock synchronization, and safety of power packet dispatching. The power
packet dispatching system is proposed to manage low direct current (DC)
power sources, including renewable power sources, together with commercial
power sources for adjusting to demands. In this system, the clock synchro-
nization between a mixer and a router is required to achieve the exchange of
information attached in a power packet. Furthermore, the concept of safety
of power packet dispatching is proposed for protecting the information of
power packets as well as keeping the loads safe regarding supplied power
from power packets. As a potential approach to achieve the information
safety and the power safety, modulation of power packets is proposed.

In the following Chapter 2, the operating principles of CPPLL are sum-
marized in the beginning. According to the principles of CPPLL, a model
of a digital clock synchronization method is derived, which is referred to
as the primitive model. Next, applying a first-order control to the primi-
tive model, we aim to achieve the clock synchronization between two clock
signals: REF (reference clock signal) and NCO (output clock signal of a
numerically-controlled oscillator). Moreover, the settling time is defined as
the time needed to achieve the clock synchronization. Through experiments,
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it is found that the setting time of the first-order controlled clock synchro-
nization is around 10 reference clock cycles and further it is independent on
the initial relationships between REF and NCO.

As a key factor of a clock synchronization method, the settling time is
expected to be as short as possible. For the purpose of achieving clock syn-
chronization in a shorter time, we are motivated to apply a second-order
control to the primitive model in Chapter 3. Also, given the future applica-
tion to the power packet dispatching system, the stability of the second-order
controlled model is discussed. After that, the clock synchronization between
two clock signals is achieved based on the second-order controlled model. In
the end, embedding the model into a router, the power packet dispatch-
ing under autonomous clock synchronization is verified. The novelty lies on
the application of the second-order controlled clock synchronization to the
power packet dispatching system.

Chapter 4 investigates the power packet dispatching in a modified power
packet dispatching system, where two mixers and one router are included.
The attempt is to demonstrate the feasibility of system expansion based
on autonomous clock synchronization. Power packet dispatching under dif-
ferent scenarios are discussed in experiments. Particularly, we focuses on
the congestion of packets and the corresponding regulation. It is confirmed
that power packets are dispatched as expected or as regulated. Therefore,
one may conclude that based on autonomous clock synchronization achieved
by second-order controlled model, it is feasible to expand the power packet
dispatching system into a network system for power distribution in future.

The feature on safety of power packet dispatching is focused in Chapter
5, which can be considered from two aspects: protecting the information
of packets from attackers (information safety) and keeping the loads safe
regrading power (power safety). The novelty lies on proposing the concept
of safety related to power packets, especially the concept of power safety.
For the purpose of achieving information safety and power safety, we in-
troduce a simple modulation of power packets before sending them. At
first, we propose to modulate the preamble and the header of packets using
the differential chaos shift keying (DCSK) scheme, a typical non-coherent
chaos-based communication scheme, so that the information safety can be
achieved. Then, we propose whole packet modulation aiming to achieve the
information safety and the power safety simultaneously. In whole packet
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modulation, pulse width modulation (PWM) is applied to the payload first
for managing the amount of transferred power of packets. After that, the
whole packet is further modulated using the DCSK scheme. By this means,
the information of packets is protected and the spectrum of noise existing
in the modulated packets is spread as well. The realization of the power
packet modulation in real circuits is left for future research since the scope
of this chapter is to present possible ways to achieve the safety of power
packet dispatching under limited assumptions.

Chapter 6 summarizes the major points as well as the achievements.
In addition, the future work is pointed out from two main aspects. One
is to improve the performance of clock synchronization for power packet
dispatching. The other is to improve the safety of power packet dispatching
including the realization of the packet modulation. The potential obstacles
are also mentioned.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Power packet dispatching system

In recent years, the total energy consumption has been steadily increas-
ing in the world. Of all energy consumption, the demand for electrical
energy has been greatly increased because of the widespread use of elec-
trical appliances, such as central air conditioner, oven, microwave, heater,
etc. On the other hand, renewable energy sources such as solar energy,
wind energy, hydroelectric energy, geothermal energy, and wave energy [1,2]
are gaining more and more attention as environmental concerns and energy
consumption continue to increase. In [3], statistical results of the growth
and potential of renewable energies were presented. The statistics showed
a generalized increase in all the fields of renewable energies. For example,
the average annual growth rate of grid-connected solar panels, wind power
and biodiesel were 60%, 28% and 25%, respectively. In particular, more
and more renewable power sources are introduced in electricity generation
and power delivery on demand. In this context, compared to the conven-
tional power systems, in which power is mainly generated by fuel and coal in
power generation companies, the environment of power systems nowadays
has become more distributed. For instance, entities in different places gen-
erate solar electricity making use of their own photo voltaic cells and related
devices. Consequently, the management of power flow becomes more com-
plicated due to the coexistence of multiple entities, different quality criteria,
different operation policies, and so on [4,5]. Also, it is readily apparent that
the power generated from renewable power sources is fluctuating. Taking
the solar power as an example, it is dependent on the weather and time, etc.
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The instability of power makes power systems more complicated from the
viewpoint of balance control of power supply and demand [6]. Therefore,
in order to improve the efficiency, reliability, economics, and sustainability
of the distribution of power, a modernized power distribution network is
highly expected. Furthermore, in the modernized power distribution net-
work, power is distributed based upon information exchange between power
sources and loads.

The concept of power flow control based on information exchange can
be traced back to as early as 1990s. In the context of liberalized power mar-
ket, the concepts of energy packet and open electric energy network (OEEN)
were proposed by Saitoh et al. in [4,5]. In their proposal, the electric energy
produced by distributed power sources was packaged into energy packets,
which were provided with information related to power producer and con-
sumer. The power flow control system was referred to as a “power router”.
The basic configuration of small-size power router was presented. However,
the power router and the OEEN in the proposal has not yet been realized
physically due to the technology limitation at that time, such as limitation
of information and communication technology (ICT). After that, researches
related to energy packets have been continued. A digital approach to the
power grid for a data center was presented in [7]. Moreover, quality of in-
formation (QoI) was evaluated using energy packet networks in [8] and a
controlled-delivery power grid was studied in [9]. In particular, a power
packet dispatching system was proposed for the purpose of managing low
direct current (DC) power sources, including renewable power sources, to-
gether with commercial power sources for adjusting to demands [10–13]. The
work in this dissertation is based on the power packet dispatching system.

In the power packet dispatching system, the management of power is
supposed to be realized through bidirectional information exchange between
power sources and loads. At present, however, only one-direction informa-
tion exchange, i.e., information transmitted from the power sources side to
the loads side, is considered. Figure 1.1 illustrates the fundamental config-
uration of a power packet dispatching system, which consists of DC power
sources, a mixer, power line, a router, and loads. In the system, the power
source is selected in the mixer at first so that power can be supplied to
satisfy the demand of loads. Subsequently, power packets are produced in
the mixer by switching on and off the selected power source based on the
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Figure 1.1: Fundamental configuration of a power packet dispatching sys-
tem.
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Figure 1.2: Basic composition of a power packet.

mixer clock frequency. The power packets are then transmitted from the
mixer to the router through the power line in the time-division multiplex-
ing (TDM) fashion. The router is a power control device through which
power packets are dispatched according to the attached information of each
packet. The basic composition of a power packet is presented in Fig. 1.2.
As seen from the figure, a power packet is composed of a header, a payload,
and a footer. The header and the footer are information tags which con-
tain dispatching information of the packet, such as information on power
sources and power destinations. The payload carries electric power to be
transferred. In the router, the dispatching information of a packet is ob-
tained by recognizing the packet signal in information tags. According to
the attached information, the power packet is dispatched to the designated
load. In this sense, the mixer, the router, and the power packet can be
considered as the counterparts of the transmitter, the receiver, and the data
packet in a communication system, respectively. In other words, the power
packet dispatching system is analogous to the communication system.
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1.2 Clock synchronization

From the above discussion, we learn that the power packet dispatching
in a power packet dispatching system is determined by the attached infor-
mation of packets. Thus the recognition of information tags in the receiver
(router) is essential to correct packet dispatching. On the other hand, in-
correct recognition of information tags may lead to two kinds of unwanted
results. One is to discard the packet. The other is wrong dispatching of
the packet. In order to analyze the impact of the results on the system, it
is worth noting the difference between a power packet and a data packet
which mainly depends on the physical meaning of the payload. The payload
of a power packet carries electric power while the payload of a data packet
carries data. As a consequence, in a communication system, if a data packet
is discarded in the receiver, it can be reproduced because the data can be
memorized in the transmitter. However, when a power packet is discarded
in the router, it cannot be reproduced since the power cannot be memorized
in the mixer, i.e., the power of the packet has been lost physically. Next,
in the case of wrong packet dispatching, no damage will be caused to the
communication system if a data packet is dispatched to a wrong destination.
Whereas, in the power packet dispatching system, wrong dispatching of a
power packet may result in damage to loads and further to the running sys-
tem. For example, instead of the designated load, another load is supplied
with the power of the packet. In such a case, the load may be damaged if
the supplied power is higher than its rated power. Given the above reasons,
the handshake between sources and loads in the power packet dispatching
system is more rigid and must be optimized.

Figure 1.3 shows an illustrative setting of a power packet. As illustrated
in the figure, the header includes a start signal, a source signal and an
address signal. Besides, an end signal is included in the footer. Among all
the signals, the start signal and the end signal indicate the beginning and
the end of the packet, respectively. The source signal and the address signal
contain information on origin of the power (power source) and destination
of the power (load). On one hand, it has been mentioned in the previous
section that power packets are produced in the mixer based on the mixer
clock frequency. In more detail, the packet signal is generated at each rising
edge of the mixer clock signal and the bit length of the packet signal is equal
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Figure 1.3: Illustrative setting of a power packet.
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Figure 1.4: Recognition of packet signal in the router under clock synchro-
nization (Tmixer = Trouter).

to the mixer clock period (Tmixer) as shown in Fig. 1.4. On the other hand,
in the router, the packet signal is read at every rising edge of the router clock
signal to obtain the dispatching information. From Fig. 1.4, it is easily to
understand that the router clock period (Trouter) should be equal to Tmixer in
the whole packet duration, for correct recognition of whole packet signal. We
refer to Trouter = Tmixer as the clock synchronization between the mixer and
the router in the power packet dispatching system. Additionally, Fig. 1.5
illustrates the recognition of packet signal in the case that the two clock
signals are asynchronous, i.e., Trouter 6= Tmixer. In such a case, the time
difference between the corresponding rising edges of the two clock signals,
namely the phase difference, is accumulated. Once the phase difference
exceeds one mixer clock period, the following bit of packet signal may be
recognized incorrectly. As can be seen from Fig. 1.5, the packet signal is
still read at every rising edge of the router clock signal but error appears in
signal recognition.
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Figure 1.5: Recognition of packet signal in the router under clock asynchro-
nism (Tmixer 6= Trouter).

The clock synchronization in the power packet dispatching system was
achieved using an external clock line in [14, 15]. An additional signal line,
named as the clock line, is connected between the mixer and the router for
achieving the clock synchronization while the power line is for transmitting
power packets. Nevertheless, this approach suffers from some disadvantages.
First of all, the additional line will lead to increase in the cost of the intro-
duction of the power packet dispatching system undoubtedly. Secondly, the
clock synchronization is weak for disturbances in the additional line. More-
over, the external clock line is not reasonable to establish a network system
in future. Worse still, unexpected dispatching of packets to multiple destina-
tions has been observed in experiments. As analyzed before, the unexpected
dispatching of packets is due to incorrect recognition of the packet signal at
the router side. Moreover, the reason for incorrect recognition, the failure
in clock synchronization, is explained theoretically in [16].

Given the deficiency of the external clock line in achieving the clock syn-
chronization, we are motivated to propose a clock synchronization method
specified for power packet dispatching. It is worth mentioning that in fu-
ture, the power packet dispatching system needs to be expanded from the
standpoint of network design for power distribution. As a consequence, sev-
eral mixers may be included in the system and it is possible that their clock
signals are of different clock frequencies. This implies power packets may
be produced based on different clock frequencies in the system. For this
reason, the clock synchronization should be achieved for each power packet
independently so that all packets generated from different mixers can be
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Figure 1.6: Proposal of achieving independent clock synchronization via
preamble.

dispatched correctly. For the purpose of achieving the clock synchronization
independently for each power packet, a preamble is added in front of each
packet, as shown in Fig. 1.6. The preamble here is several cycles of the
mixer clock signal and we aim to achieve the clock synchronization during
the preamble in an automated fashion. The process of clock synchronization
for one packet is executed in the router. It starts as soon as the preamble is
received and ends at the end of the preamble. That is the clock synchroniza-
tion between the mixer and the router has been achieved before the packet
signal is read in the router. Thereafter, the synchronized router clock signal
is locked until the end of the packet. By this way, all the signal in this packet
duration can be read correctly. When the following packet is received in the
router, the clock synchronization process will be restarted automatically.

As for the approach to achieve the clock synchronization, charge-pump
phase locked loop (CPPLL) is widely adopted in analog systems [17–19].
However, if CPPLL is adopted to achieve clock synchronization for a wide
range of reference frequencies, tuning parameters is required because of the
analog charging and the filtering part in CPPLL. As a result, CPPLL is
inappropriate to achieve the clock synchronization in the power packet dis-
patching system. Instead, digital clock synchronization methods which do
not require parameter tuning contribute to develop a network system. In
this dissertation, a model of a common digital clock synchronization method
is derived, based on which the clock synchronization between the mixer and
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the router is achieved.

1.3 Safety of power packet dispatching

A concept of safety of power packet dispatching is proposed which cov-
ers information safety and power safety. The information safety refers to
protecting the information of power packets from attackers and the power
safety is considered from the perspective of keeping the loads safe regarding
supplied power of packets.

At first, for the system in Fig. 1.1, when an attacker existing between
the mixer and the router receives a power packet, he or she may deduce the
packet signal and accordingly obtain some useful information. For instance,
by recognizing the address signal, the attacker may learn the time and the
amount of power consumption of the corresponding load. In this sense,
the safety of information is very weak. We can easily imagine that the
attacker may even change the packet signal purposely, send the tampered
packet to the router, and give rise to wrong packet dispatching. Such kind
of cyber-attacks in power systems was studied in [20] and it was mentioned
that contingencies could be created as a consequence. Here, the attacker
may lead to damage to the running system by sending the tampered packet.
Considering the consumers’ privacy and the system stability, the information
needs to be protected from attackers. Next, on the loads side the supplied
power should be lower than their rated power. Therefore, rescaling of the
transferred power of packets is desired.

In order to achieve the information safety and the power safety, we in-
troduce simple modulations of power packets before sending them. In par-
ticular, partial packet modulation, i.e., modulating the preamble and the
header of packets is proposed to protect the information of packets. Modu-
lation scheme based on chaotic signal is one possibility for packet modulation
and the differential chaos shift keying (DCSK) scheme is adopted in this dis-
sertation. With respect to the power safety, it can be achieved by applying
pulse width modulation (PWM) to the payload of packets. Furthermore, it
is expected that the information safety and the power safety are achieved
simultaneously. For this purpose, whole packet modulation is proposed. In
whole packet modulation, two steps of modulation are included. At first,
PWM is applied to the payload for adjusting the transferred power. Then,
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the whole packet is further modulated using the DCSK scheme for achiev-
ing the information safety. Besides, using the whole packet modulation, the
spectrum of the noise existing in the packet can be spread because of the
broadband property of the chaotic signal used in the DCSK scheme.

1.4 Purpose and outline

In the context of liberalized power market, the environment of power
systems at present is more decentralized than that of conventional ones.
Accordingly, the power distribution and power control become more compli-
cated. For the purpose of introducing large-scale of renewable power sources
into the power grid and optimizing power supply between power sources and
consumers, a modernized power distribution network integrated with infor-
mation and communications technology (ICT) is highly expected.

The main topics that are going to be discussed in this dissertation were
simply introduced in Chapter 1, those are power packet dispatching system,
clock synchronization, and safety of power packet dispatching. The power
packet dispatching system is proposed to manage low direct current (DC)
power sources, including renewable power sources, together with commercial
power sources for adjusting to demands. In this system, the clock synchro-
nization between a mixer and a router is required to achieve the exchange of
information attached in a power packet. Furthermore, the concept of safety
of power packet dispatching is proposed for protecting the information of
power packets as well as keeping the loads safe regarding supplied power
from power packets. As a potential approach to achieve the information
safety and the power safety, modulation of power packets is proposed.

In the following Chapter 2, the operating principles of CPPLL are sum-
marized in the beginning. According to the principles of CPPLL, a model
of a digital clock synchronization method is derived, which is referred to
as the primitive model. Next, applying a first-order control to the primi-
tive model, we aim to achieve the clock synchronization between two clock
signals: REF (reference clock signal) and NCO (output clock signal of a
numerically-controlled oscillator). Moreover, the settling time is defined as
the time needed to achieve the clock synchronization. Through experiments,
it is found that the setting time of the first-order controlled clock synchro-
nization is around 10 reference clock cycles and further it is independent on
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the initial relationships between REF and NCO.

As a key factor of a clock synchronization method, the settling time is
expected to be as short as possible. For the purpose of achieving clock syn-
chronization in a shorter time, we are motivated to apply a second-order
control to the primitive model in Chapter 3. Also, given the future applica-
tion to the power packet dispatching system, the stability of the second-order
controlled model is discussed. After that, the clock synchronization between
two clock signals is achieved based on the second-order controlled model. In
the end, embedding the model into a router, the power packet dispatch-
ing under autonomous clock synchronization is verified. The novelty lies on
the application of the second-order controlled clock synchronization to the
power packet dispatching system.

Chapter 4 investigates the power packet dispatching in a modified power
packet dispatching system, where two mixers and one router are included.
The attempt is to demonstrate the feasibility of system expansion based
on autonomous clock synchronization. Power packet dispatching under dif-
ferent scenarios are discussed in experiments. Particularly, we focuses on
the congestion of packets and the corresponding regulation. It is confirmed
that power packets are dispatched as expected or as regulated. Therefore,
one may conclude that based on autonomous clock synchronization achieved
by second-order controlled model, it is feasible to expand the power packet
dispatching system into a network system for power distribution in future.

The feature on safety of power packet dispatching is focused in Chapter
5, which can be considered from two aspects: protecting the information
of packets from attackers (information safety) and keeping the loads safe
regrading power (power safety). The novelty lies on proposing the concept
of safety related to power packets, especially the concept of power safety.
For the purpose of achieving information safety and power safety, we in-
troduce a simple modulation of power packets before sending them. At
first, we propose to modulate the preamble and the header of packets using
the differential chaos shift keying (DCSK) scheme, a typical non-coherent
chaos-based communication scheme, so that the information safety can be
achieved. Then, we propose whole packet modulation aiming to achieve the
information safety and the power safety simultaneously. In whole packet
modulation, pulse width modulation (PWM) is applied to the payload first
for managing the amount of transferred power of packets. After that, the
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whole packet is further modulated using the DCSK scheme. By this means,
the information of packets is protected and the spectrum of noise existing
in the modulated packets is spread as well. The realization of the power
packet modulation in real circuits is left for future research since the scope
of this chapter is to present possible ways to achieve the safety of power
packet dispatching under limited assumptions.

Chapter 6 summarizes the major points as well as the achievements.
In addition, the future work is pointed out from two main aspects. One
is to improve the performance of clock synchronization for power packet
dispatching. The other is to improve the safety of power packet dispatching
including the realization of the packet modulation. The potential obstacles
are also mentioned.
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Chapter 2

First-Order Controlled Clock
Synchronization

2.1 Prologue

The operating principles of charge pump phase locked loop (CPPLL)
will give us the primary knowledge of the mechanism of achieving the clock
synchronization between two clock signals. Referring to this mechanism,
the model of a digital clock synchronization method will be derived. Then a
first-order control will be applied to the derived model for achieving the clock
synchronization between two clock signals. The process of the model deriva-
tion will be given in detail. Thereafter, the performance of the controlled
model in achieving the clock synchronization will be evaluated by analyzing
the simulation and experimental results. In the end of this chapter, a simple
summary will be given.

2.2 Operating principles of CPPLL

As it was previously mentioned in Sect. 1.2, CPPLL is widely employed
to achieve the clock synchronization in analog systems. A lot of research
literatures studying CPPLL have been reported [21–30]. For example, in [21]
various non-ideal phenomena in the charge pump circuits were discussed
and a novel adaptive-bandwidth CPPLL with an improved passive filter
was presented in [23]. Besides, a digital clock and data recovery (CDR)
circuit was proposed in [24] and a second-order all-digital phase-locked loop
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(ADPLL) was designed in [29], both were based on the analogy between a
second-order CPPLL and an ADPLL.

The block diagram of CPPLL [31] is illustrated in Fig. 2.1, which consists
of a phase frequency detector (PFD), a charge pump (CP), a loop filter
(LPF), and a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). Here, the signal REF
stands for a reference clock signal whose frequency is fixed and the signal
VCO represents the output clock signal of a voltage-controlled oscillator.
Henceforth without specification, we use the phrase of “block VCO” and
the letters of “VCO” to represent the voltage-controlled oscillator and its
output clock signal, respectively. The operating principles of CPPLL can be
simply described as follows: At first, the PFD compares the phases of the
two input clock signals (REF and VCO) and outputs the phase difference
between them (the time difference between corresponding rising edges of the
two clock signals). The phase difference is represented by a pair of voltage
pulses UP or DN [32]. Next, the charge pump converts the phase difference
into an analog current, which is converted to a voltage (Vctrl) later via the
loop filter. The resulting Vctrl is applied to drive the block VCO so that VCO
is adjusted moving towards synchronization with REF, i.e., the frequency
of VCO (fVCO) is adjusted to be equal to the frequency of REF (fREF)
gradually.

PFD

UP

DN

REF

VCO

CP+LPF

VCO

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of charge-pump phase locked loop (CPPLL).

To be more specific, in CPPLL, the synchronization between REF and
VCO is equivalent to that the corresponding rising edges of them arrive at
PFD simultaneously. The phenomena of two clock signals are asynchronous
can be divided into two categories: the rising edge of REF leads and the
rising edge of REF lags. In the case that the rising edge of REF arrives
first, the voltage pulse UP is output by the PFD with the pulse width same
as the phase difference. After that, positive Vctrl is generated at the output
of LPF which increases fVCO. By this means, the phase difference between
REF and VCO in the next reference clock cycle will be reduced. Otherwise,
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if the rising edge of REF lags is the case, the voltage pulse DN is output by
the PFD and negative Vctrl is generated correspondingly. As a result, fVCO

decreases. Likewise, the phase difference will also be reduced in the next
reference clock cycle. The adjusting process continues until REF and VCO
are synchronized. In this manner, the negative feedback loop in CPPLL
automatically adjusts the phase difference moving towards zero. In short,
the primary mechanism of CPPLL in achieving the clock synchronization
relies on the feedback control.

2.3 First-order controlled model

In the power packet dispatching system, it is required that the router
clock signal is synchronous with the mixer clock signal as explained in
Sect. 1.2. Generally speaking, analog clock synchronization methods can
be used to achieve the clock synchronization in the system. However, in
order to achieve clock synchronization for different levels of frequency, the
parameters in analog circuits need to be tuned. The parameter tuning,
unfortunately, will restrict the development of the system into a network
system in future.This kind of issue does not exist in digital clock synchro-
nization methods. Furthermore, digital clock synchronization methods can
be realized easily in an field programmable gate array (FPGA) board. In ex-
periments, the controllers of the mixer and the router are also implemented
in FPGA boards in [13–15]. Therefore, digital clock synchronization meth-
ods are superior to analog ones regarding system compatibility, too.

Instead of adopting ADPLL, such as the ADPLL-based clock recovery
circuit proposed in [33], we want to achieve the clock synchronization by ap-
plying our own control to a model of a digital clock synchronization method.
The block diagram of a digital clock synchronization method is illustrated
in Fig. 2.2, where ∆(k) denotes the phase difference between the two clock
signals. Compared to CPPLL in Fig. 2.1, the VCO in CPPLL is replaced by
a numerically-controlled oscillator (NCO) in the digital clock synchroniza-
tion method. At the same time, both CP and LPF are deleted. Henceforth
without specification, we use the phrase of “block NCO” and the letters
of “NCO” to represent the numerically-controlled oscillator and its output
clock signal, respectively.

A model of the above digital clock synchronization method can be de-
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PFD

REF

NCO

NCO

Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a digital clock synchronization method.

rived in accordance with the mechanism of CPPLL in achieving the clock
synchronization. As shown in Fig. 2.3, before the clock synchronization is
achieved, there exist four kinds of relationship between REF and NCO. Here,
k ∈ N∗ indicates the serial number of the reference clock cycle, tk represents
the start time of the k-th reference clock cycle, and ∆(k) denotes the phase
difference between the two clock signals. Besides, TREF and T (k)

NCO indicate
the clock period of REF and the clock period of NCO at tk, respectively.
In Fig. 2.3(a), the rising edge of REF comes first at time tk and continues
leading at tk+1. In Fig. 2.3(b), REF leads at tk but becomes lagging at
tk+1. The case that NCO leads at tk and keeps leading at tk+1 is shown
in Fig. 2.3(c), while Fig. 2.3(d) presents the case that NCO leads at tk but
becomes lagging at tk+1. We define ∆(k) is positive when the rising edge of
REF comes first and ∆(k) is negative when REF lags. Under this definition,
the signs of ∆(k) and ∆(k + 1) in Fig. 2.3 can be summarized as follows,

(a) ∆(k) > 0 and ∆(k + 1) > 0,
(b) ∆(k) > 0 and ∆(k + 1) < 0,
(c) ∆(k) < 0 and ∆(k + 1) < 0,
(d) ∆(k) < 0 and ∆(k + 1) > 0.

Consequently, the model of the digital clock synchronization method can be
derived as in Eq. (2.1), which is defined as the primitive model.

T
(k)
NCO = TREF + ∆(k + 1)−∆(k), k = 1, 2, · · · . (2.1)

In the power packet dispatching system, it is only required that Tmixer =
Trouter for correct power packet dispatching. Accordingly, in the next step,
we apply some control to the primitive model for achieving TNCO = TREF.
We refer to TNCO = TREF as the achievement of clock synchronization us-
ing the digital clock synchronization method. From Eq. (2.1), it is readily
apparent that the achievement of clock synchronization (T (k)

NCO = TREF) is
equivalent to that the series of ∆(k) is convergent (∆(k + 1) = ∆(k)). As
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Figure 2.3: Relationship between REF and NCO before synchronization.

thus, we take some control algorithms which ensure the convergence of ∆(k)
into consideration. One satisfying control algorithm can be proposed refer-
ring to the condition of a variable to be convergent in an analog system. Let
the output of an analog system be ‘x(t)’. It is well known that if x(t) is of
the form as x(t) = e−at (a is a constant parameter), then x(t) is asymptoti-
cally stable (convergent) on the condition that a is positive. The derivative
of x(t) can be obtained as dx(t)/dt = −ax(t). Analogously, when it comes
to a digital system, the series of ∆(k) is convergent when the first-order
control algorithm below is applied to the primitive model, where a and c are
constant parameters.

∆(k + 1)−∆(k) = −a∆(k) + c. (a > 0) (2.2)

As a consequence, the model of the first-order controlled clock synchroniza-
tion is initially established as in Eq. (2.3) by substituting Eq. (2.2) into
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Eq. (2.1).
T

(k)
NCO = TREF − a∆(k) + c, k = 2, 3, · · · . (2.3)

Furthermore, in order to realize the model in Eq. (2.3) practically, the fol-
lowing approximation will be necessary,

∆(k) ≈ ∆(k − 1), k = 2, 3, · · · . (2.4)

The model of first-order controlled clock synchronization is finally estab-
lished as in Eq. (2.5).

T
(k)
NCO = TREF − a∆(k − 1) + c. k = 2, 3, · · · . (2.5)

2.4 Simulation results

Simulations of the first-order controlled model in Eq. (2.5) are performed
in MATLAB. The values of ∆(k + 1) can be calculated by transforming
Eq. (2.1) into Eq. (2.6). Then, according to Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), all the
values of ∆(k) in simulations can be obtained at the condition that T (1)

NCO,
∆(1), TREF, a and c are given.

∆(k + 1) = T
(k)
NCO − TREF + ∆(k). k = 1, 2, · · · . (2.6)

Referring to Eq. (2.2), it can be figured out that the convergence speed of
the series of ∆(k) depends on the value of a. We define the time it takes for
two clock signals to be synchronized as the settling time and generally, short
settling time is desired in a clock synchronization method. Based on the fact
that the clock synchronization is equivalent to the convergence of the series
of ∆(k), the settling time in the first-order controlled clock synchronization
is equivalent to the time it takes for the series of ∆(k) to be convergent.
Therefore, in the first step, we aim to find out an ideal value of a, which
enables the series of ∆(k) to be convergent quickly. For this purpose, we fix
other parameters as f (1)

NCO = 49 kHz, fREF = 50 kHz, ∆(1) = 5 µs and c = 0
in simulations and observe the convergence speed under different values of
a. After many times of simulation, a = 0.3 is found to be an ideal choice in
terms of convergence speed. Henceforth we will fix a = 0.3 in the first-order
controlled model. As for c, let it satisfy the equation below for simplicity in
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Figure 2.4: Time evolution of ∆(k) in simulations for (a) ∆(1) = −8 µs.
(b) ∆(1) = 3 µs. The numbers in legend represent the value of fREF, which
ranges from 45 kHz to 59 kHz. The diagonal line: ∆(k + 1)=∆(k).

the program.
c+ TREF = 20 µs. (2.7)

Given the above settings of a and c, the values of ∆(k) under different
initial conditions, TREF and ∆(1), can be obtained in simulations. The time
evolution of ∆(k) in simulations are plotted in Fig. 2.4, where ∆(1) = −8µs
stands for REF lags by 8 µs in the beginning and ∆(1) = 3 µs means REF
leads by 3 µs initially. In addition, fREF, the reference frequency ranges
from 45 kHz to 59 kHz with 1 kHz interval. In both figures, we can see
that all trajectories of ∆(k) for different fREF approach the line: ∆(k +
1) = ∆(k), which suggests all the series of ∆(k) converge. Therefore, the
simulation results allow us to say that, for different values of fREF, the clock
synchronization between REF and NCO has been achieved based on the first-
order controlled model. It can also be observed that the two trajectories
for the same fREF in Figs. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) converge to the same value.
Thus it is confirmed that the clock synchronization is independent to ∆(1).
Substituting fREF = fNCO and Eq. (2.7) into Eq. (2.5), the convergence value
of ∆(k) for each fREF can be calculated as in Eq. (2.8). The convergence
value correspond to the final phase differences between REF and NCO for
each fREF. Here, due to the setting of c, the convergence values for different
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Figure 2.5: Values of ∆(k) in simulations. ∆(1) = 3µs. fREF ∈ [45, 59] kHz.

fREF are different as exhibited in Figs. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b).

∆(k − 1) = 20µs− TREF
a

. (2.8)

Next, the settling time of the first-order controlled clock synchronization
is of concern. As previously mentioned, the settling time here is identical
to the time it takes for the series of ∆(k) to be convergent. In Fig. 2.5,
the values of ∆(k) for each fREF in simulations are presented. It is readily
apparent that for each fREF, the values of ∆(k) remain the same after k =
10. It implies the series of ∆(k) is convergent. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the settling time of the first-order controlled clock synchronization is
nine reference clock cycles in simulations.

2.5 Experimental results

In order to verify the first-order controlled clock synchronization in ex-
periments, we implement the first-order controlled model in Eq. (2.5) in
a Xilinx Spartanr-6 FPGA (XC6LX16-CS324) board. From Eq. (2.5),
we see that the controlled model can be realized by two functional mod-
ules: the PFD and the block NCO. The function of both modules can be
described in VHSIC hardware description language (VHDL). In particular,
the VHDL code for the block NCO is generated by the toolbox of HDL
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Coder in MATLAB R2013b. It should be noted that the frequency of NCO
(fNCO) is adjustable as in Eq. (2.9), where f (k)

NCO denotes the frequency of
NCO at tk and Inc(k) is the input argument (phase increment) used to ad-
just f (k)

NCO. Moreover, N in Eq. (2.9) is determined by the resolution (∆f)
and the sampling frequency (Fs) of the block NCO. The values of ∆f and
Fs in experiments are set as in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11). Accordingly, N = 27
is obtained and f (k)

NCO in experiments can be calculated as in Eq. (2.12).

f
(k)
NCO = Fs ×

Inc(k)

2N Hz, (2.9)

Fs = 100 MHz. (2.10)

∆f = Fs
2N ≈ 1 Hz. (2.11)

f
(k)
NCO = 1e8 × Inc(k)

227 Hz. (2.12)

For the sake of comparing the experimental results with simulation results,
the parameters and initial conditions in experiments are set the same as
those in simulations, i.e., f (1)

NCO = 45 kHz, a = 0.3, and c = 20 µs − TREF.
Subsequently, according to Eqs. (2.5), (2.7), and (2.12), the value of Inc(k)

can be calculated by Eq. (2.13), where ∆(k − 1) is in nanosecond order.

Inc(k) =


10×227

20000−3∆(k−1) , ∆(k − 1) ≥ 0,

10×227

20000+3∆(k−1) , ∆(k − 1) < 0.
(2.13)

Based on Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), it can be figured out that f (k)
NCO is directly

controlled by ∆(k − 1). In addition, it is worth mentioning that in exper-
iments, the value of ∆(k − 1) is restricted in the program to the range in
Eq. (2.14) for simplicity.

0 ≤ ∆(k − 1) ≤ 1000, or− 1000 ≤ ∆(k− 1) ≤ 0. (2.14)

Along with the restriction of ∆(k − 1), the value of f (k)
NCO is restricted as

f
(k)
NCO ∈ [43.4, 59] kHz according to Eqs. (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14). This im-
plies fREF should also be within this range so that the clock synchronization
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between REF and NCO can be achieved. This is also the reason why fREF

in simulations is selected from 45 kHz to 59 kHz.

Provided with the above formulas and the settings of the parameters,
the values of ∆(k) yielded by the first-order controlled model in experi-
ments can be obtained. The time evolution of ∆(k) for different reference
frequencies under conditions of ∆(1) = −8 µs and ∆(1) = 3 µs are plotted
in Figs. 2.6(a) and 2.6(b), respectively. In experiments, REF is a reference
clock signal generated by an FPGA board. We can see that all trajectories
in Figs. 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) approach the line ∆(k + 1) = ∆(k) as in simula-
tions. Thus the convergence of ∆(k) is confirmed which further implies the
achievement of clock synchronization. Comparing Figs. 2.6(a) and 2.6(b)
to Figs. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b), it can be found that the convergence values of
∆(k) for different fREF in experiments have a good agreement with those in
simulations. Besides, the values of ∆(k) in experiments are shown in Fig.
2.7. It can be observed that the values of ∆(k) remain the same approxi-
mately after k = 11. That is the settling time of the first-order controlled
clock synchronization is around 10 TREF in experiments.
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Figure 2.6: Time evolution of ∆(k) in experiments for (a) ∆(1) = −8 µs.
(b) ∆(1) = 3 µs. The numbers in legend represent the value of fREF, which
ranges from 45 kHz to 59 kHz. fREF ∈ [45, 59] kHz. The diagonal line:
∆(k + 1)=∆(k).
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Figure 2.7: Values of ∆(k) in experiment, ∆(1) = 3µs. fREF ∈ [45, 59] kHz.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter the first-order controlled clock synchronization was cov-
ered. At first, based on the mechanism of CPPLL in achieving the clock
synchronization, a first-order controlled model of the digital clock synchro-
nization method was established. The model was an attempt to address
the potential deficiencies existing in current available clock synchronization
method applied to the power packet dispatching system. Then the effective-
ness of the established model in achieving the clock synchronization between
two clock signals was verified. It was also confirmed that the achievement
of the clock synchronization was independent on the initial conditions. In
addition, it was found that the settling time was around 10 reference clock
cycles in experiments. The work done in this chapter can be considered
as the preparation for achieving clock synchronization in the power packet
dispatching system.

Generally speaking, frequency synthesizers with fast settling time are
considered to be essential blocks of modern communication systems [34].
Likewise, a shorter settling time is also desired in the clock synchroniza-
tion method specified for power packet dispatching. This is the motivation
for us to proceed to a second-order controlled clock synchronization. The
derivation of the second-order controlled model will be given in detail in
the following chapter. Furthermore, the stability of the second-order con-
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trolled model is under discussion considering the application of the model to
the power packet dispatching system in practical. After verifying the avail-
ability of the model in achieving autonomous clock synchronization, power
packet dispatching based on the autonomous clock synchronization will also
be discussed.
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Chapter 3

Second-Order Controlled
Clock Synchronization

3.1 Prologue

In this chapter, a second-order controlled model of the digital clock syn-
chronization method will be derived for shortening the settling time of the
clock synchronization. The stability of the controlled model will be ana-
lyzed for its practical applications to a power packet dispatching system.
Under the condition of stability, the controlled model will be carried out in
both simulations and experiments so as to verify the achievement of clock
synchronization between two clock signals. Thereafter, in order to validate
power packet dispatching based on autonomous clock synchronization, the
controlled model will be embedded into a router in a basic power packet dis-
patching system. Finally, the contents of this chapter will be summarized
in the end.

3.2 Second-order controlled model

The settling time is a key factor in evaluating the performance of a clock
synchronization method and generally short settling time is required. Short
settling time is also desired in a clock synchronization method applied to
the power packet dispatching system. On one hand, from the standpoint of
loads, continuous power supply is expected when the loads request power.
On the other hand, power is supplied via power packets and only the payload
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of packets carries power as introduced in Sect. 1.1. Additionally, we assume
that there is no interval between two power packets during the power supply.
Therefore, it is clear that higher duty ratio of the payload in a power packet
corresponds to more continuous power supply. Let us recall that a preamble
is added in front of each packet for achieving the clock synchronization. Thus
we can consider the preamble as an additional part of a power packet which
does not carry power either as the information tags. In this sense, short
preamble is desired for continuous power supply. Furthermore, the length
of the preamble depends on the settling time of the clock synchronization,
.i.e., the shorter the settling time, the shorter the preamble. Hence, we are
motivated to further establish a second-order controlled model of the digital
clock synchronization method aiming for shorter settling time.

The second-order controlled model of the digital clock synchronization
method is derived as in Eq. (3.1), where a1 and a2 are constant parameters
within the range of a1 6= 1, a2 > 0.

T
(k)
NCO = a1T

(k−1)
NCO −a2∆(k)+a1a2∆(k−1)+(1−a1)TREF.k = 2, 3, · · · . (3.1)

The derivation of the model is given in detail in Appendix A. From Eq. (3.1),
we can tell that in the second-order controlled clock synchronization, the
achievement of the clock synchronization (T (k)

NCO = T
(k−1)
NCO = TREF) is equiv-

alent to the series of ∆(k) converges to 0, i.e., ∆(k) = ∆(k − 1) = 0.

3.2.1 System stability

Like any other feedback control systems such as CPPLL, the model de-
rived above has to be designed with a proper consideration for stability.
When the second-order controlled clock synchronization is applied to the
power packet dispatching system, the stability is indispensable for power
packet dispatching. Referring to Eq. (3.1), we can find that the stability of
the model relies on the parameters a1 and a2. For this reason, in the next
step, the range of the parameters (a1 and a2) which guarantees the model
be stable is under discussion.

There are several ways to analyze the stability of a model or a system.
For instance, the root locus technique is applied to analyze the effects of the
digital loop filter parameters on the stability of an ADPLL in [35]. In [36],
the stability analysis of a CPPLL is performed using the discrete-time state
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equations while the phase margin is utilized to discuss the stability of an
ADPLL in [24]. For the model given in Eq. (3.1), it can be considered as
a second-order digital system, and thus the characteristic equation can be
employed to analyze its stability. The detail of the stability analysis of the
model is given in Appendix B. As a result, the range of the parameters (a1

and a2) which ensures the stability of the model is obtained as in Eq. (3.2).

−1 < a1 < 1, 0 < a2 < 2. (3.2)

3.3 Simulation results

Under the condition of stability, it is further necessary to determine
the ideal values of a1 and a2 for achieving clock synchronization in a short
time. Similar to the way of determining the ideal value of a in the first-
order controlled model, the ideal values of a1 and a2 can also be determined
through many times of simulations. In simulations, we compare the settling
time by observing the values of ∆(k) for different parameters. The formula of
calculating the value of ∆(k) is derived through the deformation of Eq. (A.1)
as follows,

∆(k) = T
(k−1)
NCO − TREF + ∆(k − 1), k = 2, 3, · · · . (3.3)

According to Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3), the values of ∆(k) can be obtained at
the condition that T (1)

NCO, ∆(1), and TREF are given. As a result, it is found
that a1 = 0.0001 and a2 = 1.01 is one of the combinations that ensure short
settling time. Henceforth, we fix a1 = 0.0001 and a2 = 1.01 in simulations
and experiments related to the second-order controlled model.

Under the above setting of parameters, we continue to confirm the set-
tling time of the second-order controlled clock synchronization. Figure 3.1
displays the values of ∆(k) for different reference frequencies (fREF) in sim-
ulations, where fREF ranges from 10 Hz to 1000 kHz. The simulation results
are obtained under the condition of T (1)

NCO = 0.1 s and ∆(1) = TREF/4. k, as
mentioned before, indicates the serial number of the reference clock cycle.
∆(1) = TREF/4 means REF leads NCO by TREF/4 in the beginning. Spe-
cial attention should be paid to the different units of the points on different
lines, which are listed in corresponding labels in Fig. 3.1. For example, for
fREF = 10 Hz and fREF = 1000 kHz, the units of ∆(k) are 10 ns, whereas
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∆(k) for fREF = 100 Hz is in units of 1000 ns. As seen from Fig. 3.1, all the
series of ∆(k) have a peak value at k=2, except for fREF = 10Hz. Moreover,
∆(2) is far greater than other ∆(k) for each fREF. This phenomenon is at-
tributed to the setting of the initial value of TNCO (T (1)

NCO = 0.1 s). Apart
from TREF = 0.1 s for fREF = 10 Hz, T (1)

NCO is far greater than all the other
TREF ranging from 1 µs to 0.01 s. Take fREF = 100 Hz as an example, we
can obtain ∆(1) = TREF/4 = 0.0025 s. Then ∆(2) can be calculated from
Eq. (3.3) as 0.0925 s, and thus ∆(2) is far greater than ∆(1). However,
due to the second-order control to TNCO, the following ∆(3) becomes small.
From Fig. 3.1, it can be observed that all the series of ∆(k) remain at 0 af-
ter k = 4. This implies the clock synchronization has been achieved within
three reference clock cycles. That is the settling time of the second-order
controlled clock synchronization is three TREF in simulations.
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Figure 3.1: Values of ∆(k) in simulations for different fREF; fREF ranges
from 10Hz to 1000kHz. ∆(k) in different lines are of different units as listed
in the legend of the figure.

3.4 Experimental results

Next, the second-order controlled model in Eq. (3.1) will be implemented
in a Xilinx Spartanr-6 FPGA (XC6LX16-CS324) board in experiments
to verify the achievement of clock synchronization between tao clock sig-
nals. The parameters in experiments are set the same as in simulations,
i.e., T (1)

NCO = 0.1 s and ∆(1) = TREF/4. For realizing the model in exper-
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iments, Eq. (3.1) is deformed as in Eq. (3.4) by replacing ∆(k − 1) with
∆(k)/(1− a2). The deformation is based on Eq. (A.3) in Appendix A.

T
(k)
NCO = a1T

(k−1)
NCO − a2(1− a1

1− a2
)∆(k) + (1− a1)TREF. (3.4)

Given a1 = 0.0001 and a2 = 1.01, the following approximation can be made,

1− a1
1− a2

≈ 1. (3.5)

Subsequently, the model in Eq. (3.4) can be simplified as

T
(k)
NCO = a1T

(k−1)
NCO − a2∆(k) + (1− a1)TREF. (3.6)

Then according to Eqs. (2.12) and (3.6), the second-order controlled model
can be eventually described in VHDL as below.

Inc(k) = 227

a1
227

Inc(k−1) − [a2∆(k)− (1− a1)TREF]× 108
, (3.7)

where ∆(k) and TREF are in units of seconds. From Eqs. (2.12)) and (3.7)),
we can tell that f (k)

NCO is adjusted by both f (k−1)
NCO and ∆(k).

The time evolution of ∆(k) in experiments are shown in Figs. 3.2(a)
and 3.3(a), where fREF ranges from 10 Hz to 1000 kHz. The results in
Fig. 3.2(a) are obtained under the condition of ∆(1) = TREF/4 while the
results in Fig. 3.2(a) correspond to ∆(1) = −TREF/4. Also, it should be
noted that the points on different lines in these figures are of different units
as annotated in the legends. We can see that all trajectories in both fig-
ures approach the origin, except for fREF = 10 Hz. This means all the
series of ∆(k) are convergent to 0 for different reference frequencies except
for fREF = 10 Hz. Furthermore, the values of ∆(k) are exhibited in Figs.
3.2(b) and 3.3(b). It can be seen that ∆(k) for different fREF, except for
fREF = 10 Hz, remain at 0 approximately after k = 6, which implies it takes
around five reference clock cycles for ∆(k) to be convergent. That is the
settling time of the second-order controlled clock synchronization is around
five TREF. Therefore, it is verified that the settling time has been greatly
shortened by the second-order controlled model compared to the first-order
controlled clock synchronization. In addition, the failure in convergence of
∆(k) for fREF = 10 Hz can be observed in both figures. Consequently, one
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Figure 3.2: Experimental results of ∆(k) for ∆(1) = TREF/4. (a) time
evolution of ∆(k). (b) values of ∆(k). fREF ranges from 10 Hz to 1000 kHz.
∆(k) on different lines have different units as listed in the legends.

may conclude that based on the second-order controlled model, the clock
synchronization between two clock signals is achieved for fREF ranging from
100 Hz to 1000 kHz.

3.5 Implementation into power packet dispatching
system

As discussed above, the clock synchronization between two clock signals
can be achieved based on the second-order controlled model. In the next
step, we aim to realize power packet dispatching based on autonomous clock
synchronization. Here, “autonomous” means that the clock synchronization
between the mixer and the router is achieved through power packets them-
selves without using any external clock line. For this purpose, the second-
order controlled model is embedded into a router. Shown in Fig. 3.4 is the
experimental power packet dispatching system, which contains one direct
current (DC) source (9.34 V), one mixer, one router and two resistive loads
(R1,2 = 100 Ω). We refer to a system which includes one mixer and one
router as a basic power packet dispatching system. As introduced before, a
preamble (several cycles of reference clock signal) is added in front of each
packet for achieving autonomous clock synchronization. It has been con-
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Figure 3.3: Experimental results of ∆(k) for ∆(1) = −TREF/4. (a) time
evolution of ∆(k). (b) values of ∆(k). fREF ranges from 10 Hz to 1000 kHz.
∆(k) on different lines have different units as listed in the legends.

firmed in Sect. 3.4 that based on the second-order controlled model, the
clock synchronization can be achieved within five TREF. Thus, for insurance
purpose, six cycles of reference clock signal are included in the preamble. A
setting of a power packet employed in experiments is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
The preamble is designed as “101010101010” with every two bits of “10”
representing one reference clock cycle, i.e., “101010101010” stands for six
cycles of reference clock signal. Also, it is worth mentioning that the bit
length of the preamble is equal to that of the packet signal, which is also
identical with the mixer clock period (Tmixer). Hence, TREF = 2Tmixer in
the setup. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3.5 the header of the packet is of
six bits, a start signal “101” followed by a source signal ‘0’ or ‘1’ and two
more bits defined as an address signal. The payload takes up 85 bits and
the end signal in the footer is designed as “001010000”. Among these sig-
nals, the start signal and the end signal indicate the beginning and the end
of the packet, respectively. The source signal specifies the storages in the
router [15,37], which will be explained later. The address signal is for deter-
mining the router output ports. Power packets are dispatched to the loads
connected to the selected ports. In experiments, two types of address signal,
“11” and “01”, are employed so as to dispatch power packets to two different
loads. In more specific terms, the address signal “11” indicates the packet is
dispatched to the load connected to router output port 1 (OUT1) and “01”
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Figure 3.4: Experimental power packet dispatching system with a second-
order controlled model embedded.

corresponds to the load attached to the router output port 2 (OUT2). In
what follows, R1 and R2 are connected to OUT1 and OUT2, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Setting of a power packet with preamble ahead in experiment.
The preamble is added in front of each packet to achieve the clock synchro-
nization.

3.5.1 Router clock signal

Let us bear in mind that the preamble is added in front of each packet to
achieve the clock synchronization, and thus it should not be recognized as the
packet signal. In addition, the packet signal received in the router is read at
every rising edge of the router clock signal. Based on the above two points,
the router clock signal should not exist in the preamble duration of each
packet. Given the fact that the signal NCO is needed in the process of clock
synchronization, i.e., NCO exists during the preamble, it is inappropriate
to treat the signal NCO as the router clock signal directly. As a solution,
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Figure 3.6: Conceptual diagram of a power packet dispatching system with
network design.

another signal named as CLKIN is generated and is adopted as the router
clock signal. To be more specific, CLKIN is identical to NCO in each packet
duration starting from the header. As explained in Sect. 3.5, TREF is equal
to 2Tmixer because of the setting of power packets. Accordingly, TNCO =
TREF = 2Tmixer is obtained at the end of the preamble due to the clock
synchronization achieved by the embedded model. Hence, TNCO needs to be
halved and kept for achieving TCLKIN=TNCO = Tmixer in the packet duration.
That is the clock synchronization between the mixer clock signal and the
router clock signal is achieved. Furthermore, in order to avoid affecting
the signal recognition of the following packet, the synchronized router clock
signal, CLKIN, is set to be ‘0’ before the next packet being received. By
this means, signal in each packet can be recognized correctly.

In addition to the above setting, there is more requirement of CLKIN
considering the expansion of the power packet dispatching system into a
network system for power distribution in future. Figure 3.6 illustrates a
conceptual diagram of a power packet dispatching system with network de-
sign [15, 37]. In the system, two kinds of routers are included: routers in
the network and routers connected to loads. The routers in the network
are in charge of forwarding power packets while the other kind of routers
are for transferring power of packets to loads. In view of the function of
the routers in the network, power packets should not be changed at output
ports of these routers. However, a power packet will not be dispatched until
its header is completely read in the router. As a result, the header will not
appear at the output port. To solve this issue, repacketization of packets is
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proposed, which is defined as recovering the received packet at the output
ports including the preamble. At present, however, we focus on recover-
ing packets starting from the header only. Moreover, six extra router clock
cycles (TCLKIN) are needed after the footer in order to realize the repacketi-
zation [15,37]. In our experiments, 10 more router clock cycles are retained
for each power packet. Thereafter, CLKIN is set to be ‘0’ and NCO is con-
tinuously output with TNCO = 0.1 ms which is pre-assigned in the program.
Therefore, CLKIN lasts for one packet duration plus 10 more router clock
cycles. Once the next preamble is received, the clock synchronization for
the next power packet will be started automatically.

3.5.2 Verification of power packet dispatching

Based on the determination of the router clock signal CLKIN, the ex-
periment of power packet dispatching in the basic system is carried out.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.7, where the signal “OUT2” represents the
voltage across R2 and the signal “packet” denotes the received packet at
the router input port. Moreover, the signals are plotted in Fig. 3.7 based
on different reference voltages, i.e., the reference voltages for packet, OUT2,
NCO, and CLKIN are set at 0V, 2V, 2V, and 0V, respectively. At first, the
signals NCO and CLKIN in one packet duration is confirmed. As shown
in Fig. 3.7, NCO is always in existence, whereas CLKIN only exists in the
packet duration and further for a while after the footer. Figure 3.8 gives
more detail about the signals, from which it is confirmed that after the
footer, 10 cycles of synchronized router clock signal are retained in both
CLKIN and NCO. Thereafter, TNCO is kept at 0.1ms as pre-assigned in the
program. Additionally, in Fig. 3.8, the synchronization process for the fol-
lowing packet during the following preamble can also be observed. Then,
the power packet dispatching needs to be confirmed. The header of the
packet in Fig. 3.7 is given as “101101”. As explained earlier in Sect. 3.5,
the address signal “01” indicates the packet should be dispatched to OUT2
and this can be observed in Fig. 3.7. As thus, the power packet dispatching
based on autonomous clock synchronization is verified in experiments.

After the verification of power packet dispatching, the range of the mixer
clock frequency (fmixer) within which the power packet dispatching can be
successful is of concern. In experiments, fmixer is set by a parameter fset
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Figure 3.7: Experimental results of power packet dispatching in one packet
duration. Tmixer=41 µs. Reference voltages for OUT2 and NCO are 2V.

satisfying the following relationship given in Eq. (3.8).

fmixeri = 108

2(fseti+1) Hz. (3.8)

Through experiments, it is found that under the above setting of the pream-
ble (the bit length of the preamble equals to Tmixer), power packets can be
dispatched correctly for fset ranging from 8 to 11. It means that the power
packet dispatching succeeds for fmixer ∈ [24.4 kHz, 195 kHz]. However, in
Sect. 3.4, it has been confirmed that based on the second-order controlled
model, the clock synchronization between two clock signals can be achieved
for fREF ranging from 100 Hz to 1000 kHz. The different ranges suggest
that the clock synchronization fails for some fREF when REF becomes the
preamble of a power packet. It is possible that the failure is caused by the
noise in the preamble, which can be introduced by switching operation in
the generation process of the preamble. Next, we change the setting of the
preamble to investigate whether the setting of the preamble will affect the
range of fmixer. The bit length of the preamble is changed to half of Tmixer.
Accordingly, it is unnecessary to halve TNCO after the preamble for achiev-
ing TCLKIN=TNCO = Tmixer. In this case, it is confirmed in experiments
that power packet dispatching succeeds for fmixer ∈ [763 Hz, 195 kHz], i.e.,
fset ∈ [8, 16]. Compared to the previous setting of the preamble, the range
of fmixer under this setting of the preamble (the bit length of the preamble
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Figure 3.8: NCO and CLKIN in part of one packet period. Tmixer=41 µs.
Reference voltages for OUT2 and NCO are 2V.

equals to half of Tmixer) is widely expanded. As thus, it is speculated that
with the setting of the preamble in Fig. 3.5, the operation of dividing the
synchronized TNCO by 2 in the program introduces calculation error to the
router clock signal TCLKIN. Consequently, the clock synchronization between
the mixer clock signal and the router clock signal becomes loose and further
incorrect signal recognition is caused. The exact reason of the difference in
the ranges of fmixer will be left for future research.

3.5.3 Button operation

In the mixer, some parameters such as Tmixer and the time interval be-
tween packets can be regulated via the buttons on the FPGA board. In
addition, the parameters can be changed at any time. For keeping the sys-
tem safe, the mixer should output signal ‘0’ during the time when buttons
are pressed. Correspondingly, the router output becomes ‘0’ too. On the
other hand, after the button is released, new power packets are generated
based on the new parameters. These two operations are confirmed in ex-
periments as shown in Figs. 3.9(a) and 3.9(b), where “BTN” represents the
button signal. Figure 3.9(a) illustrates the case that the button is pressed
(BTN changes from low to high) during the payload of the received packet.
Both the input and output of the router, represented by packet and OUT2,
become ‘0’ once the button is pressed and remain at ‘0’ during the press
(BTN keeps high). In Fig. 3.9(b), the button is released with BTN chang-
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ing from high to low, after which a new packet with preamble ahead is
generated.
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Figure 3.9: Input and output of the router when (a) BTN is pressed. (b)
BTN is released. Tmixer = 41µs. Reference voltages for BTN and OUT2 are
5V and 2V, respectively.

3.5.4 Repacketization

As explained earlier, repacketization of power packets are expected at
the output ports of the routers in the network. The repacketization can be
achieved through an algorithm [14,15,38], where a shift register is designed.
This is because on one hand power is needed to recover the packet and the
power is supplied from the received packet. On the other hand, the power is
transferred after the header of the packet is completely recognized. In the
algorithm of repacketization, the shift register leads to six bits delay (the
bit number of the header) between the repacketized packet and the received
packet. As shown in Fig. 3.7, the output at OUT2 is a repacketized packet.
However, the results clearly show that the repacketized packet becomes six
bits shorter than the received packet (the header is six bits delayed while
the footer is not delayed). This phenomenon can be explained from two
aspects. One is that the power can not be delayed and thus no power is
supplied to repacketize the signals after the payload of the received packet.
The other is related to the switches in the router. The structure of the
switches in the router will be explained later in more detail. The switches
are turned on once the header of the received packet is completely recognized
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Figure 3.10: Input and output of the router with installed storages. Header
is “101011”. Reference voltages for OUT1 and OUT2 are 3V and 2V, re-
spectively.

and are turned off after the footer is completely recognized. Moreover, when
the switches are turned on and there is no power for repacketization, the
packet signal will be directly transmitted to the router output port. As a
consequence, the packet signal between the payload and the footer will be
directly transmitted to the router output port.

The above incomplete repacketization issue can be solved by installing
storages, namely capacitors, in the router [15, 38]. By means of installing
storages, the transferred power of packet can be stored. Consequently, the
signal after the payload of the received packet can also be repacketized cor-
rectly, i.e., the footer is also delayed. The router output with installed
storages are illustrated in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11, where the signal OUT1 repre-
sents the voltage across the load R1. The header of the packet in Fig. 3.10 is
“101011”, and thus the packet is dispatched to the port OUT1 according to
the address signal “11”. Compared to Fig. 3.7, it is found that the footer is
indeed delayed by six bits in Fig. 3.10. Thus, we say that complete repack-
etization is realized. The header of the packet in Fig. 3.11 is “101101” and
the repacketization is achieved at OUT2 as expected. Based on the above
results, it can be concluded that packets are dispatched correctly to different
output ports and are repacketized completely at the same time by means of
installing storages. It is worth mentioning again that the power packet dis-
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L

R2

R1

Figure 3.12: Loads connected to a router which has one input port IN1 and
two output ports OUT1 and OUT2.

patching and the repacketization in experiments relies on autonomous clock
synchronization achieved by the embedded second-order controlled model.

3.5.5 Ohmic-inductive loads

In what follows, we place an inductor (L) in series with R1 in order to in-
vestigate the router output with inductive loads. As illustrated in Fig. 3.12,
ohmic-inductive loads (R1 and L) are connected to OUT1 and a resistive
load (R2) is connected to OUT2. Also, storages are installed in the router
for complete repacketization of packets. In experiments, 1000 µF capacitors
are deployed and the mixer frequency is set at 48.82 kHz. In addition, dif-
ferent values of inductance are given as 0µH, 10µH, 47µH, and 100µH. The
experimental results are exhibited in Fig. 3.13, where CLKIN is not shown
for brevity. In Figs. 3.13(b), 3.13(c), and 3.13(d), impulses are observed
on some falling edges of OUT1. From the detailed waveforms of OUT1 in
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Figure 3.13: Input and output of the router with ohmic-inductive loads.
Header is “101011”. Reference voltages for OUT1 and OUT2 are 3V and
2V, respectively.(a) L = 0 µH; (b)L = 10 µH; (c) L = 47 µH; (d)L = 100
µH.

Fig. 3.14, the impulses are confirmed as oscillations. In addition, the results
in Fig. 3.14 suggest that the larger the value of inductance, the greater the
peak value of the oscillation. The oscillations are caused by the inductor
in the loads and the capacitors as storages. Given the oscillations, we take
only resistive loads into account in the current work for concentrating on
the verification of power packet dispatching. In future, the power factor cor-
rection of inductive loads are reasonable in the application of power packet
dispatching.

In the next step, whether the inductive loads at one port will affect the
router output at other ports is of concern. For this reason, we change the
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Figure 3.14: Part of the input and output of the router with ohmic-inductive
loads. The results are focused on the falling edge of the end of the payload.
(a) L = 0 µH; (b)L = 10 µH; (c) L = 47 µH; (d)L = 100 µH.

header of a packet to “101101” and observe the router output at OUT2. The
results for L = 47 µH are shown in Fig. 3.15. It is clear that no oscillation
appears at OUT2. Thus, one may conclude that inductive loads at one
router output port will not affect the router output at other ports.

3.6 Summary

A second-order controlled model of a digital clock synchronization method
was established in this chapter. The settling time of the second-order con-
trolled clock synchronization was confirmed to be five reference clock cycles
which is relatively shorter than the settling time of the first-order controlled
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Header is “101101”. L = 47 µH. Reference voltages for OUT1 and OUT2
are 3V and 2V, respectively.

clock synchronization. Then the stability of the second-order controlled
model was analyzed considering the application of the model in the power
packet dispatching system. Embedding the model into a router, autonomous
clock synchronization between the mixer and the router was achieved. Then
correct power packet dispatching and complete repacketization based on au-
tonomous clock synchronization were demonstrated. The novelty lies on
the fact that the clock synchronization between the mixer and the router
in a power packet dispatching system is achieved based on the second-order
controlled model. The clock synchronization is achieved using the preamble
which is generated from power sources, i.e., power is included in the carrier
of information. In addition, power packet dispatching under the condition of
ohmic-inductive loads was also discussed in this chapter. Besides the success
in power packet dispatching and repacketization, oscillations were observed
in the corresponding router output.

Considering the future application of the power packet dispatching sys-
tem, expansion of the system into a network system is desired. Accordingly,
more than one mixer and one router may be included in an expanded system.
In such a system, power packets may be generated based on different clock
frequencies. Also, power packets transmitted from different mixers may ex-
ist in one router simultaneously. Moreover, it is possible that these packets
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have same attached dispatching information. As a consequence, the power
packet dispatching will become more complicated and adequate regulations
will be required. In this context, the following chapter will investigate power
packet dispatching under different scenarios in a simple expanded system.
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Chapter 4

Power Packet Dispatching
Under Congestion

4.1 Prologue

This chapter is devoted to investigating the feasibility of system ex-
pansion based on autonomous clock synchronization. For this purpose, we
will introduce a simple expanded system which includes two mixers and
one router. Besides, the second-order controlled model is embedded in
the router for achieving autonomous clock synchronization. In this system,
power packet dispatching will become more complicated and congestion of
packets may exist. For example, it is possible that power packets generated
in two mixers exist in the router simultaneously and they have same destina-
tion or same demand of storages. Power packet dispatching under different
scenarios in the simple expanded system will be discussed. At last, a simple
conclusion will be made in the end of this chapter.

4.2 Expanded power packet dispatching system

It has been mentioned previously that expanding the power packet dis-
patching system from the standpoint of network design is desired for power
distribution in future. In order to validate the feasibility of system expan-
sion, power packet dispatching in an expanded system is investigated. In
the previous chapter, power packet dispatching in a basic system has been
verified, which is based on autonomous clock synchronization, i.e., second-
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of original power packet dispatching system in
experiments.

order controlled clock synchronization. Likewise, power packet dispatching
based on autonomous clock synchronization in an expanded system will be
discussed here. For this purpose, the system block illustrated in Fig. 4.1
is introduced, in which two DC power sources, two mixers, one router, and
two resistive loads are included. In the system, each mixer is connected with
the router through a power line. The generation and transmission of power
packets are independent in two mixers. Moreover, the packets generated
in mixer1 and mixer2, named as packet1 and packet2, are transmitted to
input port 1 and input port 2 of the routers (IN1 and IN2), respectively. In
the router, two groups of clock synchronization block and signal recognition
block, namely clock sync1 (2) and signal recognition1 (2) are realized in
two FPGA boards (NexysTM4 Artix-7 FPGA board) separately. They are
specified for processing the received packets from IN1 and IN2, respectively.
In the setup, the loads are fixed at 10 kΩ to confirm the router operation.

When a power packet is received in the router, the clock synchroniza-
tion between the mixer and the router is achieved autonomously by the
corresponding clock sync block. Thereafter, the packet signal is read in the
signal recognition block. Then the recognized signal is processed to control
the gate driver of power devices for switching circuit. Once the specified
switch is turned on, the power of payload will be transferred to the des-
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of modified system.

ignated load. In this manner, the power packet dispatching is completed
through the router.

An experiment of power packet dispatching is carried out in the original
system. It is found that jitter exists in the voltage of power packets when
the packets from two mixers exist in the router simultaneously. The jitter
may lead to failure in autonomous clock synchronization. Thus, given the
feasibility of the clock synchronization algorithm, the original system needs
to be modified as in Fig. 4.2. In the modified system, another set of signal,
named as packet1s (2s) are produced directly from FPGA boards in mixers
for achieving the clock synchronization. Packet1s (2s) and packet1 (2) are
generated simultaneously with same shape of signal waveform. The differ-
ence between them is that packet1s (2s) do not carry power from power
sources while packet1 (2) do. In this way, the clock synchronization is inde-
pendent to packet1 (2). Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4.3, each combination
of a mixer and a source in Fig. 4.1 is replaced by an FPGA board (Nexys3
Spartan-6 FPGA board) named as FPGA1 and FPGA2, for concentrating
on the confirmation of algorithm and process in experiments. In the follow-
ing experiments, we consider the FPGA boards as the mixers. At the setting,
packet1 (2) and packet1s (2s) become exactly the same and the power of
packet1 (2) is not exactly sent by power sources, but by FPGA boards.
Moreover, the voltage of signals can be set by the FPGA boards and it is
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set at 3.3V in experiments. In addition, the modified system can remove
the isolators in Fig. 4.1 because packet1s (2s) transmitted to FPGA boards
(NexysTM4 Artix-7 FPGA board) in the router are generated in FPGA
boards (Nexys3 Spartan-6 FPGA board). However, these modifications do
not loose the generality of the confirmation of algorithm in hardware.

4.3 Verification of power packet dispatching

The packet dispatching is investigated under different scenarios which
can be divided into four main categories: (1) packets generated in one mixer;
(2) packets generated in two mixers based on same and different frequencies;
(3) packets generated in two mixers with same address signal; (4) packets
generated in two mixers with same source signal. Figure 3.5 shows the
setting of a power packet adopted in experiments. Two kinds of address
signal, “11” and “01”, are employed in experiments, which indicate that the
packets are dispatched to output port 1 and output port 2 of the router
(OUT1 and OUT2), respectively. In addition, the mixer clock frequency
(fmixeri , i=1 or 2) is determined by a parameter “fseti” (i=1 or 2) as in
Eq. (3.8).
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4.3.1 Packets generated in one mixer

Power packet dispatching in the case that packets are generated in one
mixer is considered first. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that
packet1 is generated with header (H1) as “101011”. The results in Fig. 4.4
demonstrate that packet1 is dispatched to OUT1 as expected. It should be
noted that signals are plotted in Fig. 4.4 based on different reference volt-
ages, i.e., the reference voltages for packet1s, packet1, OUT1, and CLKIN1
are 1V, 0.5V, 1V, and 0V, respectively. The signal “CLKIN1” is considered
as the router clock signal in this packet duration. In addition, it is worth
mentioning that no storages are installed in experiments in this chapter. As
a result, the repacketized packet is around six bits shorter than the received
packet as can be observed in Fig. 4.4. The reason why the bit number is
reduced has been explained in Sect. 3.5.4.

As shown in Fig. 4.4, the bit length of the preamble is equal to the bit
length of the packet signal in the modified system. Similar to the power
packet dispatching in Sect. 3.5.2, there also exists a range of fmixer within
which power packets can be dispatched correctly. Through experiments, it
is found that power packet dispatching succeeds in the modified system for
fset ∈ [8, 16], i.e., fmixer ∈ [763 Hz, 195 kHz]. Compared to the range of
fmixer under same condition in Sect. 3.5.2 (fmixer ∈ [24.4 kHz, 195 kHz]),
the range here is widely expanded. We speculate the reason is that the
preamble used for clock synchronization here is generated directly from an
FPGA board, i.e., no noise is introduced by switching operation. However,
the reason is not our concern at the moment.

4.3.2 Packets generated independently in mixers

Dispatching of two packets generated in different mixers are considered
next. That is the packets received at IN1 and IN2 exist simultaneously
in the router. Before analyzing the experimental results, it is necessary to
introduce the switches in the router. As presented in Fig. 4.5, there are two
sets of switches in the router. The left set (switches A to D) is designed to
select the storages for each received packet according to the source signal in
the header (‘0’ and ‘1’ correspond to storage1 and storage2, respectively).
While the right set (switches A’ to D’) is for selecting the router output
ports (OUT1 and OUT2) based on the address signal (‘11’ corresponds to
OUT1 and ‘01’ to OUT2). Each packet is dispatched to the selected port.
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of switches and storages in the router.

To begin with, fset1 = fset2 = 12 are set to discuss the dispatching of
packets generated based on same frequency. The corresponding experimen-
tal results are displayed in Fig. 4.6, where the reference voltages for packet1,
packet2, OUT1 (2), and CLKIN1 (2) are 0V, 1V, 0V, and -1V, respectively.
This setting of reference voltages also applies to the following figures in this
chapter. As seen from the figure, the two packets are of same bit length
since the bit length of packet signal equals to the mixer clock period. The
headers of the two packets are annotated in the caption as H1=“101011”
and H2=“101101”. Hence, packet1 is supposed to be dispatched to OUT1
and packet2 to OUT2. The dispatching of packet2 is confirmed at OUT2 in
Fig. 4.6(a) while the results in Fig. 4.6(b) illustrates packet1 is dispatched
to OUT1 correctly as well. In addition, it can be observed that the high
voltage of packet1 is 3.44V and that of OUT1 is 2.56V. The voltage differ-
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Figure 4.6: Dispatching of two packets generated based on same mixer clock
frequency. H1: “101011”, H2: “101101”, fset1 = fset2 = 12.

ence is caused by the switches. As shown in Fig. 4.5. a diode is installed
behind each individual switch in order to avoid the reverse current when the
switches are turned on. As a consequence, the voltage difference between
the input and output of the router depends on the threshold voltage of the
diodes.

We continue to discuss the dispatching of packets generated in two mixers
with independent frequencies. The headers of packets are kept the same
butthe mixer frequencies are changed by setting fset1 = 13 and fset2 =
12. In Fig. 4.7(a), it can be observed that packet2 is dispatched to OUT2.
Meanwhile, the dispatching of packet1 to OUT1 is confirmed in Fig. 4.7(b).
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Figure 4.7: Dispatching of two packets generated based on different mixer
clock frequencies. H1: “101011”, H2: “101101”, fset1 = 13, fset2 = 12.

Additionally, it is obvious that the bit length of packet1 is longer than that of
packet2, which can be explained by substituting fset1 = 13 and fset2 = 12
into Eq. (3.8). Given the above analysis, one may conclude that no matter
the two mixer clock frequencies are same or not, the packets generated in
two mixers can be dispatched correctly when they exist simultaneously in
the router. However, it should be noted that the packet dispatching here is
discussed under the condition that the packets from different mixers have
different source signal and address signal.
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Figure 4.8: Dispatching of two packets attached with same address signal.
H1: “101011”, H2: “101111”, fset1 = 13, fset2 = 12.

4.3.3 Packets generated in mixers with same destination

When packets generated in different mixers exist simultaneously at the
router and are of same address signal, congestion of packets may appear at
the router output ports. In this case, a rule “first come, first serve” should be
complied with for packet dispatching. By the rule, the packet, whose header
is first recognized completely, will be dispatched while other packets received
in this packet duration will be discarded. For example, we set the address
signal of packet1 and packet2 same as “11” and the experimental results are
shown in Fig. 4.8. It is obvious that the header of packet1 is recognized
earlier than the header of packet2 and the bit length of the signal at OUT2
is same as the bit length of signal in packet1. Therefore the dispatching of
packet1 to OUT1 is confirmed. When the packet1 is completely dispatched,
the following packet whose header is recognized will be dispatched. In this
manner, the congestion caused by same address signal is solved.

4.3.4 Packets generated in mixers toward same storage

At last, we focus on the case when packets generated in two mixers exist
simultaneously in the router and have same source signal. As previously
mentioned, storages in the router are selected by the source signal. Thus,
congestion of packets may arise at storages in this case. When it happens,
the power of packets from different mixers are stored in the same storage
(capacitor). This will generally cause safety issue in the power packet dis-
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Figure 4.9: Dispatching of two packets attached with same source signal.
H1: “101011”, H2: “101011”, fset1 = 13, fset2 = 12.

patching system. For instance, if the two input packets are of different
voltages, the capacitor will be charged at high voltage and thus the low
voltage packet can not be stored simultaneously.

In our experiments, the packets are generated by FPGA boards, and
thus the voltages of packets are same at around 3.3V. Correspondingly,
the unsafe issue mentioned above does not exist here. However, the effect
of same source signal on the packet dispatching can still be observed in
Fig. 4.9, where the header of packets from different mixers are set the same
as H1=H2=“101011”. Compared to Fig. 4.8, still, only packet1 is dispatched
to OUT1 in Fig. 4.9 because of the same address signal. Whereas, it can
be observed in Fig. 4.9 that the packet is completely repacketized. Let
us recall that complete repacketization requires installed storages in the
router. Referring to the reasons of incomplete repacketization in Sect. 4.3.1,
the correct repacketization of the footer here can be explained. That is
the power of packet2 is supplied to repacketize bits ‘1’ during the footer of
packet1 since power of both packets are stored in storage1.

4.4 Summary

This chapter dealt with the feasibility of system expansion based on
autonomous clock synchronization. Power packet dispatching in a modified
system were discussed under four typical scenarios. It was demonstrated
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that the power packet dispatching system is possible to be extended to
transfer multi packets in the network without loosing the concept of power
packet dispatching.

The basic function of a power packet dispatching system as dispatching
power packets was verified in experiments and the feasibility of system ex-
pansion based on autonomous clock synchronization was also validated. In
the next step, one advantageous function of the power packet dispatching
system will be considered. The concept of safety of power packet dispatching
will be proposed in the next and final main chapter.
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Chapter 5

Safety of Power Packet
Dispatching

5.1 Prologue

In this chapter, the question under discussion is one advantageous func-
tion of a power packet dispatching system, i.e., the safety of power packet
dispatching. In the beginning, the motivation of proposing the concept of
safety will be explained and modulation of power packets will be proposed
for achieving the safety. Then the principles of the differential chaos shift
keying (DCSK) scheme will be summarized as preparation for the introduc-
tion of packet modulation. After that, packet modulation will be explained
in detail, which covers partial packet modulation and whole packet modula-
tion. The power transferred after modulation will also be discussed. In the
end of the chapter, a brief conclusion will be given.

5.2 Concept of safety

The concept of safety of power packet dispatching is proposed covering
information safety and power safety. The concept has not been figured out
before for dispatching electric energy, until the power packet dispatching
was introduced. To be more specific, the information safety refers to pro-
tecting the information of packets from attackers while the power safety is
considered from the perspective of keeping the loads safe regarding power.
At first, for the system in Fig. 1.1, when an attacker existing between the
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mixer and the router receives a power packet, he or she may deduce the
packet signal and accordingly obtain some useful information. For instance,
by recognizing the address signal, the attacker may learn the time and the
amount of power consumption of the corresponding load. In this sense, the
safety of information with power packet is very weak. We can easily imag-
ine that the attacker may even change the packet signal purposely, send the
tampered packet to the router, and give rise to wrong power distribution. In
this way, the attacker may lead to damage to the running system. Consider-
ing the consumers’ privacy and the system stability, the information needs
to be protected from attackers and modulating information tags of power
packets before sending them is a possible solution. Next, on the loads side
the supplied power should be lower than their rated power. For this reason,
the rescaling of the transferred power of packets is desired, which can be
realized by modulating the payload since the payload carries the power of
packets. In other words, modulation of payload in packets can keep the
loads safe regarding power.

The similarity between a power packet dispatching system and a com-
munication system has been mentioned in Sect. 1.1. Therefore, we can refer
to the modulation schemes used in communication systems for protecting
the information of packets. Moreover, in the power packet dispatching sys-
tem, power packets are generated in digital form and thus digital modula-
tion schemes are required. The use of chaos in communication systems is
appealing due to several intrinsic properties of chaotic signals, such as ape-
riodic and broadband. Hence, many chaos-based communication systems
have been proposed and analyzed [39–51], among which the chaos shift key-
ing (CSK) scheme with coherent detection was firstly proposed in [40, 42]
to encode digital symbols with chaotic signals. However, the sensitive de-
pendence of chaotic signals upon initial condition makes it very difficult to
replica signal in the receiver [46]. As thus, non-coherent detection of re-
ceived signal is advantageous over coherent detection. The differential chaos
shift keying (DCSK) scheme is a typical non-coherent chaos-based commu-
nication scheme [44], which also solves the problem of threshold shift in
non-coherent CSK system [46]. In addition, the DCSK scheme is much eas-
ier compared to some advanced schemes such as the code division multiple
access (CDMA) scheme [52]. As a result, the DCSK scheme is adopted to
modulate the information tags for the purpose of protecting the information
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Figure 5.1: Adjusting the amount of transferred power by (a) pulse density
modulation of a train of power packets; (b) pulse width modulation of the
payload in a equivalent big packet. Tsupply is the determined time duration
when the power packets are transferred.

from attackers,
With respect to power, a train of power packets are generated in a deter-

mined time duration Tsupply as illustrated in Fig. 5.1(a) so that demanded
power can be supplied to loads. In the case that the packets are exactly the
same, we can manage the total transferred power by applying pulse den-
sity modulation (PDM) to the train of packets. In this sense, the power
safety can be achieved through the pulse density modulation. Furthermore,
given the fact that the information tags of packets do not carry power, the
pulse density modulation of the train of packets is equivalent to applying
pulse width modulation (PWM) of the payload in a big packet as shown in
Fig. 5.1(b). Here, we refer to the modulation of the payload using PWM
as the premodulation and the resulting packet as the premodulated packet.
From now on, we take the equivalent big packet as the packet we will discuss
about. As previously mentioned, the power packet is produced by switch-
ing on and off the selected source in the mixer and noise may arise in the
packet signal due to the switching operation. It is clear that more switching
operation will be performed when the premodulation is introduced. Conse-
quently, more noise may arise in packet signal during the payload. Worse
still, the noise existing in the packet may result in incorrect signal recog-
nition in the router and further wrong or failed packet dispatching. As a
solution of reducing the influence of such kind of noise on power packet
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dispatching, we further modulate the payload of the premodulated packet
using the DCSK scheme because the chaos-based modulation can spread the
spectrum of noise. Based on the above discussion, we finally propose the
whole packet modulation, in which premodulation of a packet is carried out
first for achieving the power safety. Then the whole premodulated packet
is modulated using the DCSK scheme in order to achieve the information
safety and reduce the effect of the noise.

5.3 Differential chaos shift keying

The operating principles of the differential chaos shift keying (DCSK)
scheme were reported in [44, 46]. The block diagram of a DCSK system
is presented in Fig. 5.2 which includes a DCSK modulator and a DCSK
demodulator. In the DCSK modulator, every bit period (Tb) is divided
into two equal time slots so that every information bit bl (l ∈ N1 denotes
the serial number of bits) is represented by two consecutive chaotic signal
samples: reference sample and data sample. As an example, Fig 5.3 shows
the representation of one bit b1=‘0’ using the DCSK scheme. As seen from
the plot, Tb=2×βTx, where Tx is the time interval between two consecutive
points of the chaotic sample. 2β (β ∈ N1) is the spreading factor in DCSK.
In the first time slot (0 to βTx), the reference sample ({xj}, j ∈ N1 indicates
the serial number of sample points) is transmitted and in the second time
slot (βTx to 2βTx), the data sample ({−xj−β}) is sent. Here, we can see
that for bit ‘0’, the data sample is inverted to the half bit period delayed
reference sample. Whereas, in the case of bl=‘1’, the data sample will be
identical to the delayed reference sample. In this manner, the data sample
carries information in the DCSK scheme. In the DCSK demodulator, rj is
the received signal and yl stands for the correlation of rj and rj−β at the
end of the l-th bit duration. Comparing yl with the threshold value in the
threshold detector, the transmitted bit can be recovered as b′l. It is worth
noting that according to the principle of the DCSK demodulator [46], the
spreading factor (2β) is essential to recover the transmitted bit correctly.
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of a non-coherent single-user DCSK system. (a)
modulator. xj is the chaotic signal sample generated in the chaos gener-
ator. bl is the bit to be transmitted and sj is the modulator output. (b)
demodulator. rj is the received signal and b′l is the recovered l-th bit.

 information bit: ='0' (        )
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A:                                            reference sample

B:                                                     data sample 

......

Figure 5.3: Representation of one bit b1 (b1=‘0’) in the DCSK scheme.

5.4 Partial packet modulation

In order to protect the information of power packets from attackers, we
propose to modulate the preamble and the header in packets, namely, partial
packet modulation. As introduced in Sect. 1.2, the preamble is designed to
achieve the clock synchronization for power packet dispatching. It is thus
important to modulate the preamble during packet transmission so that the
clock information can be protected. The header should also be modulated
because it includes some useful information. In this sense, the information
safety is possibly established, provided that the preamble and the header
are protected.

The schematic diagram of a power packet dispatching system with partial
packet modulation is illustrated in Fig. 5.4, where a DCSK modulator and
demodulator are embedded in the mixer and the router, respectively. As
illustrated in Fig. 5.4, the power packet generated in the mixer is partially
modulated by the DCSK modulator. Later, the modulated packet signal
is recovered through the DCSK demodulator. As such, the whole packet
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Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram of a power packet dispatching system with
partial packet modulation.

can be recovered in the partial packet modulation, not only because the
recovered preamble and header suffice to determine the packet dispatching,
but also because no modulation of the payload keeps the power of packet
unchanged. Additionally, we define the spreading factor (2β) as the key in
the partial packet modulation since 2β is critical for correct signal recovery
in the DCSK demodulator.

For the purpose of demonstrating the effect of the key on the signal
recovery, we build the DCSK modulator and demodulator in Simulink and
perform simulation of partial packet modulation. Noise performances of
the DCSK scheme over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels
have been discussed in [50, 51, 53–55]. Whereas, at present we assume the
channel between the modulator and the demodulator is ideal, i.e., no noise is
considered during the packet transmission in simulation. Moreover, in real
applications, the limitation of spectrum suitable for communication may
be caused by the components of power grid, e.g. the power transformers.
This kind of limitation is beyond the scope of discussion because our aim
here is to confirm potential ways of protecting the information of power
packets. Power packets with the composition as in Fig. 3.5 are adopted in
simulation. As mentioned, there are 112 bits of signal in one packet duration
including 12 bits of preamble and six bits of header. We also set one bit of
‘0’ as the guard interval between two consecutive packets. Furthermore, the
parameters in the DCSK scheme are given as Tb = 0.1 s and Tx = 0.001 s,
which implies 2β = 100.

Given the above assumptions and settings, simulations of partial packet
modulation are performed with different keys in the demodulator. Figure 5.5
shows the modulation and demodulation in partial packet modulation, as-
suming that the key is given correctly in the demodulator. First, we can see
that only the preamble and the header (18 bits of packet signal in total) in
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Figure 5.5: Partial packet modulation in simulation with correct key in the
demodulator.

one packet are modulated. Then, Fig. 5.6 shows the detail about the mod-
ulation, from which it can be confirmed that the data sample is inverted
to the reference sample for bit ‘0’ and is identical to the reference sample
for bit ‘1’. Moreover, from Fig. 5.5, it can be observed that the modulated
packet signal is recovered without error. However, if an incorrect key such
as 98 is given in the demodulator, then as seen from Fig. 5.7, error appears
in the demodulation. Based on the above results, one may conclude that
if the attacker receives a modulated packet, he can not deduce the packet
signal correctly without the key. That is the information safety is achieved
by modulating the preamble and the header using the DCSK scheme.

5.5 Whole packet modulation

After achieving the information safety in partial packet modulation, we
continue to discuss about the power safety. In particular, we aim to achieve
the information safety and the power safety simultaneously. To begin with,
the payload of a power packet is modulated using PWM so that the amount
of transferred power can be adjusted. The modulation of the payload using
PWM is defined as the premodulation of packets. Then, the whole pre-
modulated packet is modulated using the DCSK scheme which contributes
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Figure 5.6: Detailed DCSK modulation in partial packet modulation in
simulation. Each bit period (Tb = 0.1 s) is divided into two equal time slots
(0.05 s). The data sample (chaotic signal sample in the second time slot) is
identical or inverted to the reference sample (chaotic signal sample in the
first time slot) depending on the bit ‘1’ or ‘0’.

to protection of the information of packets and to reduction of the effect
of noise on the power packet dispatching. Accordingly, Fig. 5.8 shows the
block diagram of the power packet dispatching system with whole packet
modulation.

5.5.1 Information safety

In whole packet modulation, we still try to achieve the information safety
by modulating the information tags of the premodulated packet using the
DCSK scheme. In addition, the payload of the premodulated packet is also
modulated using the DCSK scheme for reducing the influence caused by
noise. In this method, it is necessary to check the information safety first.
It should be stressed that the payload carries electric power as physical
quantity, and thus the DCSK modulator needs to be modified as in Fig. 5.9
for transferring power in whole packet modulation. In the modified DCSK
modulator, after the conventional DCSK modulation, the modulated signal
is multiplied by the absolute voltage amplitude of the power packet. Here,
we assume the voltage of the packet signal is ‘+z’ or ‘−z’ in volts. The
packet signal of amplitude +zV or −zV are recognized as bit ‘1’ or ‘0’,
respectively.

Adopting the modified DCSK modulator, we carry out simulations of
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Figure 5.7: Partial packet modulation in simulation with wrong key in the
demodulator.
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Figure 5.8: Block diagram of the power packet dispatching system with
whole packet modulation.

whole packet modulation to discuss about the information safety. The pa-
rameters are set as Tb = 0.1s, Tsam = Tx = 0.001s, Nb = 200, and 2β = 100.
Tsam is the system sampling period and Nb represents the bit number of the
payload. Also, the duty ratio of PWM in the premodulation is defined as
D (D ∈ [0, 1]). In these conditions, the amplitude spectra of the DCSK
modulator output signal (sj) with different values of D in premodulation
are plotted in Fig. 5.10. In this figure, for some values of D, especially for
those which are far away from 0.5, rough periodization can be observed in
the shape (envelope) of the amplitude spectrum. It is well known that in
the field of sampling theory [56], sampling in the time domain gives rise to
periodization in the associated frequency domain, where sampling interval
Tsint corresponds to a periodization with period of fperiod = 1/Tsint. Here,
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Figure 5.9: Block diagram of a modified DCSK modulator in whole packet
modulation.

we can consider whole packet modulation as a special sampling process: the
premodulated packet signal is sampled first with Tsint = βTx and then each
signal sample is represented by β points of chaotic sample. According to
Tx = 0.001 s and β = 50, it can be deduced that a periodization with period
of fperiod = 1/βTx = 20 Hz exists in the frequency domain, as can be found
in Figs. 5.10(a) or 5.10(e). In this sense, the key 2β may be estimated by
the attacker directly from the amplitude spectrum of the modulated packet
signal. This may eventually lead to unsafety of information in whole packet
modulation.

From the above analysis, it is found that the periodization in frequency
domain should be hidden for achieving the information safety. Referring to
the sampling theorem, we can change the sampling interval Tsint to overlap
the adjacent envelopes so that the periodization is hidden. Correspondingly,
the DCSK scheme needs to be modified. By contrast with the conventional
DCSK scheme in which each transmitted bit is mapped to two chaotic sam-
ples with equal length, in the modified DCSK scheme each bit is mapped to
two chaotic samples with different lengths. The spreading factor 2β remains
to denote the number of points of chaotic sample representing one bit. In
addition, a new parameter is defined as partial spreading factor α (α ∈ N1

and α < 2β) which indicates the first part of each bit is represented by
α points of chaotic sample. Given the relationship between α and β, the
DCSK scheme can be modified in two ways.

In the beginning, we set α > β and take the 2β − α points of chaotic
sample in the second time slot as the data sample. The representation of
one bit (b1=‘0’) in this modified DCSK scheme is exemplified in Fig. 5.11.
We can see that the data sample is inverted to the first 2β−α points of the
reference sample because of b1=‘0’. More generally, the modulator output
signal sj can be described as in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). It should be noticed
that bl here represents the l-th bit of the premodulated packet signal. The
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DCSK demodulator needs to be modified correpondingly as in Fig. 5.12(b).
For bl= ‘1’,

sj =
{

zxj , (l − 1)2β + 1 ≤ j ≤ (l − 1)2β + α,

zxj−α, (l − 1)2β + α+ 1 ≤ j ≤ (l − 1)2β + 2β. (5.1)

For bl=‘0’,

sj =
{

zxj , (l − 1)2β + 1 ≤ j ≤ (l − 1)β + α,

−zxj−α, (l − 1)2β + α+ 1 ≤ j ≤ (l − 1)β + 2β. (5.2)

A simulation of whole packet modulation using the modified DCSK
scheme with α = 70 is performed. At first, the modified DCSK modulation
is shown in detail in Fig. 5.13. From the figure, it is confirmed that the data
sample in each bit period, i.e., the last 30 points (2β − α = 30), is identical
to or inverted to part of the reference sample (the first 2β − α = 30 points
in each bit period) depending on the transmitted bit. Figure 5.14 illustrates
the modulation and demodulation of the whole premodulated packet, where
D is fixed at 0.2 in the premodulation. It can be seen in Fig. 5.14 that the
premodulated packet signal is recovered correctly when both α and 2β are
known in advance in the demodulator. We refer to α and 2β as two keys
in the whole packet modulation. Next, the information safety based on the
modified DCSK scheme is considered. Part of the amplitude spectra of sj
with different α are plotted in Fig. 5.15 so as to analyze the effect of α on
the information safety. Comparing Figs. 5.15(a) and 5.15(b) to Fig. 5.10(a),
it can be found that within the range of β < α < 2β, the greater the α, the
more overlapped the envelopes of the amplitude spectrum. In other words,
it becomes more difficult to estimate keys from the spectrum directly. Ad-
ditionally, in the conventional DCSK demodulator, the bit error rate (BER)
can be improved by increasing the spreading factor [53]. Here, the BER can
be improved by increasing the length of the data sample (2β − α) in this
modified DCSK scheme. As a consequence, a trade off between the BER
and the degree of overlap in envelopes of the amplitude spectrum should
be made to determine the value of α. It is worth mentioning again that
more overlapped envelopes of spectrum corresponds to more difficulty in
estimating the keys. Besides, the amplitude spectrum of sj for D = 0.4
with different α are exhibited in Fig. 5.16. Still, no obvious periodization is
observed in the spectra. As a result, one may conclude that adopting the
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modified DCSK scheme, the information safety is achieved in whole packet
modulation for different values of D in premodulation.

In the case of α < β, the representation of one bit is exemplified in
Fig 5.17. As shown in the plot, the second part of each bit (B) is represented
by α points of chaotic sample and it is the opposite of the reference sample
1 (A1) for b1=‘0’. Hence, B is treated as the data sample. The remaining
2β − 2α points are defined as reference sample 2 (A2). Correspondingly, sj
during the l-th bit period can be described as follows.
For bl= ‘1’,

sj =


zxj , (l − 1)2β + 1 ≤ j ≤ (l − 1)2β + α,

zxj−α, (l − 1)2β + α+ 1 ≤ j ≤ (l − 1)2β + 2α,
zxj , (l − 1)2β + 2α+ 1 ≤ j ≤ (l − 1)2β + 2β.

(5.3)

For bl= ‘0’,

sj =


zxj , (l − 1)2β + 1 ≤ j ≤ (l − 1)2β + α,

−zxj−α, (l − 1)2β + α+ 1 ≤ j ≤ (l − 1)2β + 2α,
zxj , (l − 1)2β + 2α+ 1 ≤ j ≤ (l − 1)2β + 2β.

(5.4)

Figure 5.18 presents the simulation results of whole packet modulation in
the case of α = 30. The other parameters are set the same as those for
α > β. It can be seen that the data sample (31th to 60th points in each
bit period) is identical to or inverted to the reference sample 1 (the first
30 points in each bit period). Particularly, it should be pointed out that
the DCSK demodulators for α > β and α < β are different due to the
difference in modulations. Shown in Fig. 5.19 is the modified demodulator
for α < β. Furthermore, the amplitude spectra of sj with different α (α < β)
are plotted in Fig. 5.20. Comparing Figs. 5.20(a) and 5.20(b) to Fig. 5.10(a),
it is obvious that the smaller the α, the more overlapped the envelopes of
the amplitude spectrum. Whereas the BER can be improved by increasing
α in this case and thus the trade off between the BER and the degree of
overlap appears in determining the value of α.

Based on the above discussion, one may conclude that the two keys (2β
and α) in the modified DCSK scheme facilitate keeping the information
safety in whole packet modulation. Moreover, the farther the α is away
from β, the more difficult it is for attackers to estimate keys directly from
the amplitude spectrum of the modulated packet signal. As for determining
the value of α, the trade off between the BER and the degree of overlap in
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envelopes of amplitude spectrum should be considered.

5.5.2 Power transfer

The power transferred after whole packet modulation is analyzed in this
section. Since the power of packet is carried by the payload, we focus on
the average output power of the modulator in payload duration named as
Pmodout. Here, we assume that the chaotic signal generated from the chaos
generator carries power for modulation. Referring to Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4),
Pmodout in the case of β < α < 2β can be calculated by Eq. (5.5), where
Pmodout is in watts (W) and xlm denotes the m-th point of chaotic sample
in the l-th bit period. Likewise, Pmodout for 0 < α < β can be calculated
from Eq. (5.6).

Pmodout =
D

Nb∑
l=1

(
α∑

m=1
z2x2

lmTx +
2β−α∑
m=1

z2x2
lmTx)

NbTb
. (5.5)

Pmodout =
D

Nb∑
l=1

(
α∑

m=1
z2x2

lmTx +
α∑

m=1
z2x2

lmTx +
2β∑

m=2α+1
z2x2

lmTx)

NbTb
. (5.6)

Thus, the chaotic sample needs to be determined first to obtain Pmodout.
Without loss of generality, we generate chaotic sample xj in simulation by
the normalized improved logistic map [46] as in Eq. (5.7). The initial value
is set at x1 = 0.75. xj is thus limited in the range of [−1.4142,+1.4142].

xj+1 =
√

2(1− x2
j ). (5.7)

Moreover, the time interval between two points of chaotic sample is Tx =
0.001 s and the generated sample is of finite length 1000 (Nx = 1000). Ac-
cordingly, the numerical approximation of auto-correlation function of xj is
shown in Fig. 5.21(a). It can be seen that R(x, x) ≈ δ[n] which demon-
strates that xj is random-like. Meanwhile, the power spectral density of
xj is exhibited in Fig. 5.21(b), from which the wide-band property of xj is
confirmed. According to the above characteristics of xj , Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6)
can be approximately simplified as Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9), respectively. The
equations suggest that the power of the modulated packet is eventually de-
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termined by the duty ration of premodulation (D), the characteristic chaotic
sample (E[x2

j ]) and the voltage of the original power packet (z). For exam-
ple, under the settings of Tx = Tsam = 0.001 s, Tb = 0.1 s, and 2β = 100,
the mean values of xj and x2

j in the payload duration (200 bits) can be ob-
tained as E[xj ] = −0.0012 and E[x2

j ] = 1.0007. Thus the transferred power
is determined by D and z2 approximately in the whole packet modulation.

Pmodout ≈
Dz2Tx
Tb

{αE[x2
j ] + (2β − α)E[x2

j ]}

= DE[x2
j ]z2 .

(5.8)

Pmodout ≈
Dz2Tx
Tb

{αE[x2
j ] + αE[x2

j ] + (2β − 2α)E[x2
j ]}

= DE[x2
j ]z2 .

(5.9)

Next, we will consider how to transfer the power of the modulated packet
correctly. In the basic power packet dispatching system, once the header is
recognized in the router, the inside switches will be turned on and the power
of packet is transferred. This is based on the fact that electric current
appears when the positive voltage of the packet signal is applied to loads.
As explained in Sect. 3.5.5, loads are restricted to be resistors in the system
currently. However, using the DCSK scheme, the modulated signal is of
both positive and negative voltages, It should be noticed that no power is
transferred when the voltage of the modulated signal is negative. For this
reason, it is necessary to shift the voltage of the modulated signal to be
positive for transferring full power of the modulated packet. On the other
hand, the preamble and the header do not carry power and they are supposed
to be recovered for determining the packet dispatching through the DCSK
demodulator. According to the principles of the DCSK demodulator, the
positive and negative voltages of the modulated signal are essential for the
correct demodulation. As a result, we first shift the voltage of the modulated
signal in the whole modulated packet at the output of the modulator for
transferring power. Then, the voltage of the modulated signal in preamble
and header duration is shifted back to the original values in the demodulator
before demodulation starts. In this manner, the information contained in
the preamble and the header can be obtained correctly and the power of
modulated packet is transferred completely to the designated load.
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5.6 Summary

The concept of safety of power packet dispatching was firstly proposed
in this chapter, for the purpose of protecting the information of packets
from attackers and keeping the loads safe regarding power. The concept
has not been figured out before for dispatching electric energy, until the
power packet dispatching was introduced. As a possible way to achieve the
safety, modulation of power packets was proposed. At first, partial packet
modulation using the DCSK scheme was examined in simulation, through
which the information safety based on the partial packet modulation was
confirmed. Next, we proposed to modulate the whole power packet, in
which premodulation using PWM was applied to the payload in the first
step. Due to the premodulation, the amount of transferred power could be
adjusted. Thereafter, the whole premodulated packet was further modulated
using a modified DCSK scheme. Adopting the modified DCSK scheme, two
advantages exist in the further modulation: one is to achieve the information
safety and the other is to spread the spectrum of noise. Additionally, the
rescaling of power by premodulation in whole packet modulation might be
a potential advantage from the viewpoint of expanding the range of power
sources to meet the demand of loads. Besides, it should be pointed out that
the power packet modulation method is very preliminary and is proposed
primarily to suggest a possible way to improve the function of power packet
dispatching.
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Figure 5.10: Amplitude spectrum of the modulated signal in the whole
packet modulation with different values of D in premodulation. (a) D = 0.2;
(b) D = 0.4; (c) D = 0.6; (d) D = 0.8; (e) D = 1;
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Figure 5.11: Representation of one bit b1 (b1=‘0’) using the modified DCSK
scheme with α > β.
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Figure 5.12: Block diagram of the modified DCSK system. (a) modulator;
(b) demodulator.
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Figure 5.13: Modified DCSK modulation in simulation with α = 70.
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Figure 5.14: Modulation and demodulation of whole premodulated packet
in simulation with correct keys in demodulator. The premodulated packet
is recovered without error. Tb = 0.1s, Tx = 0.001s, 2β = 100, and α = 70.
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Figure 5.15: Amplitude spectrum of the modulated signal sj in one packet
duration with α > β. (a) α = 70; (b) α = 90.
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Figure 5.16: Amplitude spectrum of the modulated signal sj in one packet
duration for D = 0.4. (a) α = 70; (b) α = 90.
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Figure 5.17: Representation of one information bit b1 (b1=‘0’) using modified
DCSK scheme with α < β.
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Figure 5.18: Modified whole packet modulation in simulation with α = 30.
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Figure 5.19: Block diagram of the demodulator in the modified DCSK sys-
tem with α < β.
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Figure 5.20: Amplitude spectrum of the modulated signal sj in one packet
duration with α < β. (a) α = 30; (b) α = 10.
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Figure 5.21: Characteristics of the chaotic sample in simulation. (a) Nor-
malized approximated auto-correlation; (b) Approximated power spectral
density.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Attainments

In this dissertation, the discussion centers on power packet dispatching
in a power packet dispatching system. In the beginning, the system was
introduced and the necessity of clock synchronization between a mixer and
a router was analyzed. In order to overcome the deficiencies of the cur-
rent wired clock synchronization in the system, a first-order controlled clock
synchronization was derived. For the quick convergence for every arriv-
ing packet, a second-order controlled clock synchronization was proposed,
based on which the power packet dispatching in a basic system succeeded.
The power packet dispatching under different scenarios was also investigated
in a modified system and the feasibility of system expansion based on au-
tonomous clock synchronization was validated. Besides the basic function
of the system as dispatching power packets, an advantageous function was
also proposed, i.e., the safety of power packet dispatching.

Chapter 2 focused on the first-order controlled clock synchronization.
At first, the mechanism of CPPLL in achieving the clock synchronization
between two clock signals was introduced. Referring to the mechanism of
CPPLL, the first-order controlled model of a digital clock synchronization
method was established. Then the achievement of the clock synchronization
based on the first-order controlled model was confirmed in both simulations
and experiments. Moreover, the settling time was found to be around 10
reference clock cycles in experiments.

Chapter 3 realized the power packet dispatching based on autonomous
clock synchronization in a basic power packet dispatching system. A second-
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order controlled model of the digital clock synchronization method was
firstly established, which improved the settling time of clock synchronization
significantly by shortening it from 10 reference cycles in first-order controlled
clock synchronization to five reference clock cycles. Before applying the
second-order controlled model to a power packet dispatching system prac-
tically, its stability was analyzed. Using the second-order controlled clock
synchronization and the preamble in power packets, autonomous clock syn-
chronization between the mixer clock signal and the router clock signal was
achieved. Based on the success of autonomous clock synchronization, cor-
rect power packet dispatching and complete repacketization were realized
experimentally. In addition, power packet dispatching was also confirmed
under the condition of ohmic-inductive loads.

Chapter 4 dealt with the feasibility of system expansion based on au-
tonomous clock synchronization. Power packet dispatching in a modified
system under four typical scenarios were discussed in experiments. Based
on the results, the possibility of extending the power packet dispatching
system to transfer multi packets in the network was demonstrated without
loosing the concept of power packet dispatching.

Chapter 5 proposed the concept of safety of power packet dispatching,
for the purpose of protecting the information of packets from attackers and
keeping the loads safe regarding power. After introducing the principles of
the DCSK scheme, the preamble and the header of a power packet were mod-
ulated using this scheme to achieve the information safety in simulations,
which is called as partial packet modulation. Next, the payload of packets
was modulated using the modulation scheme of PWM, i.e., premodulation,
due to which the transferred power of packets became adjustable. Then,
the whole premodulated packet was further modulated using the modified
DCSK scheme. By these two steps of modulation to the whole power packet,
the information safety and the power safety were achieved simultaneously.

One primary achievement of this dissertation is the achievement of au-
tonomous clock synchronization for power packet dispatching. The clock
synchronization was achieved via the preamble and the preamble was gen-
erated from power sources, i.e., power was included in the carrier of infor-
mation. Another achievement of this work relies on the proposal of safety
of power packet dispatching. The concept of safety was firstly defined and
figured out for dispatching electric energy. In particular, the DCSK scheme
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was modified for achieving the information safety and the power safety si-
multaneously.

6.2 Future work

Further research in the area of power packet dispatching based on au-
tonomous clock synchronization mainly include three aspects. At first, con-
sidering different applications of the power packet dispatching system, exten-
sion of the range of the mixer clock frequency, which can be synchronized
with using the second-order controlled model, is desired. Next, the sys-
tem expansion based on autonomous clock synchronization calls for further
study. In particular, the failure in autonomous clock synchronization caused
by jitter in a power packet dispatching system should be paid attention to. In
addition, when congestion of packets occurs at storages, regulation schemes
are required to avoid potential safety issues. At last, realization of system
expansion in real circuits needs to be investigated.

With respect to the safety of power packet dispatching, deeper study will
be indispensable. Most importantly, the usefulness of adopted modulation
schemes in improving the information safety needs to be discussed. For ex-
ample, power packets might be modulated using other advanced modulation
schemes such as CDMA. Thus, comparison of the information safety based
on different modulation schemes will be necessary. Next, there may exist a
lot of difficulties in realizing modulation and demodulation of packets in a
real circuit. For instance, it will be challenging to generate and deal with
both positive and negative voltages in a real circuit. Besides, it is important
to discuss a practical way to transfer full power of modulated packets in the
whole packet modulation. At last, the bit-error rate of the demodulation
will be another topic needs to be considered in future.
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Appendix A

Second-order controlled
model

The second-order controlled model of a digital clock synchronization
method is derived based on the primitive model in Eq. (2.1). In order
to apply a second-order control algorithm, a second-order digital clock syn-
chronization system needs to be built first. Thus, T (k−1)

NCO is introduced as in
Eq. (A.1) referring to Eq. (2.1).

T
(k−1)
NCO = TREF + ∆(k)−∆(k − 1). k = 2, 3, · · · (A.1)

Based on Eqs. (2.1) and (A.1), the second-order clock synchronization sys-
tem is built as described in Eq. (A.2) by combining T (k)

NCO with T (k−1)
NCO in a

certain proportion a1 (a1 6= 1 is a constant parameter).

T
(k)
NCO− a1T

(k−1)
NCO = [∆(k+ 1)−∆(k)]− a1[∆(k)−∆(k− 1)] + (1− a1)TREF.

(A.2)

It has been explained in Sect. 2.3 that the achievement of clock synchro-
nization using the digital clock synchronization method is equivalent to the
convergence of the series of ∆(k). Therefore, in the next step, the control
algorithm in Eq. (A.3) is applied to the second-order system in order that
the series of ∆(k) in the system converges. Here, a2 is a constant parameter
which is taken to be positive. Likewise, Eq. (A.4) can also be obtained.

∆(k)−∆(k − 1) = −a2∆(k − 1). k = 2, 3, · · · . (A.3)
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∆(k + 1)−∆(k) = −a2∆(k). (A.4)

The reason for using such kind of control algorithm has also been explained
in Sect. 2.3. At last, substituting Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) into Eq. (A.2), the
second-order controlled model of a digital clock synchronization method can
be obtained as in (A.5).

T
(k)
NCO = a1T

(k−1)
NCO −a2∆(k)+a1a2∆(k−1)+(1−a1)TREF. (a1 6= 1, a2 > 0)

(A.5)
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Appendix B

Stability of the model

As stated in the beginning of Sect. 3.2.1, the stability of the second-
order controlled model in Eq. (3.1) will be analyzed using characteristic
equations here. To begin with, we replace T (k)

NCO and T
(k−1)
NCO in Eq. (3.1)

with TREF, ∆(k+ 1), ∆(k) and ∆(k− 1) so that the characteristic equation
of the model can be obtained. Correspondingly, Eq. (B.1) is obtained. It is
readily apparent that Eq. (B.1) can be simplified to Eq. (B.2).

TREF + ∆(k + 1)−∆(k) = a1[TREF + ∆(k)−∆(k − 1)]− a2∆(k)

+ a1a2∆(k − 1) + (1− a1)TREF.
(B.1)

∆(k + 1)− (1 + a1 − a2)∆(k) + a1(1− a2)∆(k − 1) = 0. (B.2)

From Eq. (B.2), it is clear that the characteristic of the model is deter-
mined by the constant parameters a1 and a2. In addition, the characteristic
equation of the model can be derived from Eq. (B.2) as in Eq. (B.3). Sub-
sequently, the characteristic values are obtained as in Eq. (B.4).

r2 − (1 + a1 − a2)r + a1(1− a2) = 0. (B.3)

r =
(1 + a1 − a2)±

√
(1 + a1 − a2)2 − 4a1(1− a2)

2 . (B.4)

It is obvious that (1 + a1− a2)2− 4a1(1− a2) in Eq. (B.4) can be simplified
to Eq. (B.5). Accordingly, Eq. (B.4) can be rewritten as in Eq. (B.6).

(1 + a1 − a2)2 − 4a1(1− a2) = (a1 + a2 − 1)2. (B.5)
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r = (1 + a1 − a2)± |a1 + a2 − 1|
2 . (B.6)

Moreover, the characteristic values given in Eq. (B.6) can be further sim-
plified, if the sign of a1 + a2 − 1 is determined in advance. Therefore, we
categorize a1 +a2− 1 into two cases by its sign and analyze the correspond-
ing result of r: (1) a1 + a2 − 1 ≥ 0. (2) a1 + a2 − 1 < 0. It can be figured
out that the characteristic values, represented by r1 and r2, for both cases
are the same as in Eq. (B.7).

r1 = a1, r2 = 1− a2. (B.7)

For a second-order digital system, it is well known that the absolute
value of all characteristic values is required to be less than 1 so that the
system is guaranteed to be stable. As a consequence, the range of a1 and a2

which ensures the stability of the second-order controlled model is obtained
as in Eq. (B.8), which is equivalent to Eq. (B.9)

|a1| < 1, |1− a2| < 1. (B.8)

−1 < a1 < 1, 0 < a2 < 2. (B.9)
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